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**Wednesday, March 16, 2011**

10:00 AM–7:00 PM  
Express Registration (pre-paid registration)  
Tours, Guest Meal Tickets, and Pay-on-Site Registration  
**Ellendale (4th Floor)**

10:00 AM–5:00 PM  
Governing Board Meeting I  
**Grand Couteau (5th Floor)**

1:00 PM–4:00 PM  
Optional Tour (separate fee)  
Meet in hotel lobby at 12:45 PM  
**Grand Chenier (5th Floor)**

1:00 PM–5:00 PM  
*Making Connections* Data Users’ Workshop  
(pre-registered workshop participants only)  
**Grand Chenier (5th Floor)**

6:00 PM–9:00 PM  
Opening Reception  
(directions are in your conference bag)  
**Off-site event at Muriel's Restaurant**  
Jackson Square  
801 Chartres Street

**Thursday, March 17, 2011**

6:45 AM–6:00 PM  
Express Registration (pre-paid registration)  
Tours, Guest Meal Tickets, and Pay-on-Site Registration  
**Ellendale (4th Floor)**

7:00 AM–8:00 AM  
Breakfast and Roundtable Discussions  
**Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)**

7:00 AM–6:00 PM  
Book Exhibit  
**Bayside Ballroom Foyer (4th Floor)**

---

**Opening Plenary Session**  
*Thursday, 8:05 AM–9:05 AM, Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)*

**Towards a Just and Sustainable Recovery**

**Moderator:** Jane S. Brooks, FAICP  
Professor, Department Chair, and Jean Brainard Boebel Chair in Historic Preservation, Department of Planning & Urban Studies, University of New Orleans

- **Allison Plyer, MBA, SCD**  
  Deputy Director, Greater New Orleans Community Data Center

- **James Perry**  
  Deputy Director, Greater New Orleans Fair Housing Action Center

- **Dr. Craig E. Colten**  
  Carl O. Sauer Professor; Editor, *Geographical Review*; Department of Geography and Anthropology, Louisiana State University

(see insert for speakers’ biographical statements)
### General Information—Schedule at a Glance

#### Thursday, March 17, 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM–10:40 AM</td>
<td>Concurrent Sessions</td>
<td>4th-Floor Meeting Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM–12:10 PM</td>
<td>Concurrent Sessions</td>
<td>4th-Floor Meeting Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15 PM–1:25 PM</td>
<td>Lunch (with a short program)</td>
<td>Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 PM–2:55 PM</td>
<td>Concurrent Sessions</td>
<td>4th-Floor Meeting Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:55 PM–3:15 PM</td>
<td>Coffee and Conversation</td>
<td>4th-Floor Foyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15 PM–4:40 PM</td>
<td>Concurrent Sessions</td>
<td>4th-Floor Meeting Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM–5:30 PM</td>
<td>Annual Business Meeting (open to all UAA members)</td>
<td>Nottoway (4th Floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM–6:15 PM</td>
<td>Governing Board Meeting II</td>
<td>Salon 821 (8th Floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM–6:30 PM</td>
<td>Activist Scholar Informal Gathering and Organizing Meeting</td>
<td>Southdown (4th Floor)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 6:30 PM–9:30 PM   | Reception (directions are in your conference bag)                    | Off-site event at Riverview Room  
   Jackson Brewery  
   600 Decatur Street  
   4th Level |

#### Friday, March 18, 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:15 AM–7:00 AM</td>
<td>UAA Fun Run and UAA Fun Walk (open to all)</td>
<td>Meet in hotel lobby at 6:10 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:45 AM–6:00 PM</td>
<td>Express Registration (pre-paid registration)</td>
<td>Ellendale (4th Floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tours, Guest Meal Tickets, and Pay-on-Site Registration</td>
<td>Crescent (4th Floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 AM–8:00 AM</td>
<td>Breakfast and Roundtable Discussions</td>
<td>Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 AM–6:00 PM</td>
<td>Book Exhibit</td>
<td>Bayside Ballroom Foyer (4th Floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:05 AM–9:30 AM</td>
<td>Concurrent Sessions</td>
<td>4th-Floor Meeting Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:35 AM–11:00 AM</td>
<td>Concurrent Sessions</td>
<td>4th-Floor Meeting Rooms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### General Information—Schedule at a Glance

#### Friday, March 18, 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:05 AM–12:30 PM</td>
<td>Concurrent Sessions</td>
<td>4th-Floor Meeting Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM–2:00 PM</td>
<td>Awards and Recognition Lunch</td>
<td>Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:05 PM–3:30 PM</td>
<td>Concurrent Sessions</td>
<td>4th-Floor Meeting Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 PM–4:00 PM</td>
<td>Coffee with Conversation and Poster Session</td>
<td>4th-Floor Foyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 PM–4:00 PM</td>
<td>JUA Editorial Board Meeting</td>
<td>Rhythms II (2nd Floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM–5:25 PM</td>
<td>Concurrent Sessions</td>
<td>4th-Floor Meeting Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM–6:30 PM</td>
<td>Activist Scholar Plenary Session (see page 7 for details and page 9 for speaker’s biographical statements)</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom A &amp; B (5th Floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:45 PM–7:45 PM</td>
<td>Happy Hour and Conversation</td>
<td>Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Saturday, March 19, 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM–10:30 AM</td>
<td>Express Registration (pre-paid registration)</td>
<td>Ellendale (4th Floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tours, Guest Meal Tickets, and Pay-on-Site Registration</td>
<td>Crescent (4th Floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM–9:00 AM</td>
<td>Breakfast and Roundtable Discussions</td>
<td>Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM–12:30 PM</td>
<td>Book Exhibit</td>
<td>Bayside Ballroom Foyer (4th Floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM–4:00 PM</td>
<td>Optional Volunteer Opportunities (start and end times vary)</td>
<td>Meet in hotel lobby 15 minutes prior to departure time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM–10:25 AM</td>
<td>Concurrent Sessions</td>
<td>4th-Floor Meeting Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM–11:55 AM</td>
<td>Concurrent Sessions</td>
<td>4th-Floor Meeting Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM–1:00 PM</td>
<td>Lunch (on your own)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM–5:00 PM</td>
<td>Optional Tours (separate fee)</td>
<td>Meet in hotel lobby at 12:45 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11:05 AM–12:30 PM Concurrent Sessions

Tours, Guest Meal Tickets, and Pay-on-Site Registration

8:00 AM–9:00 AM Breakfast and Roundtable Discussions

3:30 PM–4:00 PM JUA Editorial Board Meeting

4:00 PM–5:25 PM Concurrent Sessions

5:30 PM–6:30 PM Activist Scholar Plenary Session (see page 7 for details and page 9 for speaker’s biographical statements)

6:45 PM–7:45 PM Happy Hour and Conversation
Conference Guidelines

- Sessions are 85 minutes long. Do not wait for a crowd to form. Start promptly!
- Reserve at least 15-20 minutes for open discussion.
- **Panelists** have 12–15 minutes depending on size of panel. If a panel has five papers, each presenter has 12 minutes. If a panel has three or four papers, each presenter has 15 minutes. It is best to plan on 12 minutes regardless of the size of your panel since last-minute changes could affect your allotted time. Reading of papers is not acceptable.
- **Moderators** are responsible for introductions, keeping the time, and alerting presenters of remaining minutes, as well as managing the open discussion period. Each room contains one-minute and five-minute “warning” signs that moderators may use to alert presenters time limits. Moderators are not discussants. However, each moderator is responsible for making a brief introduction (one minute) of each paper. **IMPORTANT: Please do not reorder the sequence of papers as they are listed in the program.** Conference participants often plan their attendance of a session based on the order of the papers.
- If a moderator does not arrive, we ask that the first presenter take on this role.

Some Definitions

**Colloquy**—Formal discussion of an issue. Presenters make prepared comments and engage in an open discussion with the audience. They do not present written papers.

**Panel**—Formal exploration of an issue through the presentation of papers followed by open discussion by presenters and the audience.

**Roundtable**—Informal discussion of an issue over breakfast. Open to anyone who wishes to join in and share his or her views.

Abstracts/Presenters’ Contact Information

Abstracts of papers presented at this meeting are available online at www.udel.edu/uaa. Paper presenters’ e-mail addresses are provided in the book of abstracts.

Registration Payment Receipt

If you registered and paid online, you should have received a receipt from the payment system. Individuals who paid by check received payment confirmation notices from the UAA office. If you need a duplicate receipt, please contact the UAA office at uaa@udel.edu.

Admission to Meals/Social Events

**IMPORTANT! Your name badge is required for admission to all meals/social events—including all coffee breaks.** Make sure to carry your badge with you at all times. Accompanying guests will be required to present tickets to gain admittance. You may purchase guest tickets at the conference registration desk or at the locations of off-site events. You will find tickets redeemable for beverages in the tote bag that you received at the registration desk.

Audio-Visual Equipment

Each session room is equipped with a laptop computer, an LCD computer projector, and a screen. Audio-visual technical assistants are on call to provide any necessary support.

Internet Access and Copy Services in the Hotel

For a daily fee, Internet access is available in the hotel. Guests at the hotel who wish to avoid this fee may use the hotel’s “Link” system in the lobby. A bank of computer terminals with Internet access and a printer are available to hotel guests 24 hours a day. Copies (for a fee) may be made at the Business Center located on site at the Sheraton.
UAA 2011 Activist Scholar Activities

Marilyn Jacobs Gittell was an outstanding scholar and a community urban activist who wrote seminal works on citizen participation, was founding editor of Urban Affairs Quarterly, (now known as Urban Affairs Review, one of the leading academic journals in the field of urban research), and was an impassioned participant in one of the most controversial social experiments of her time (NYC school decentralization). She was deeply committed to training young urban scholars of color and women, and taught them to understand the workings of democracy from the ground up, using the methods of rigorous field research. In recognition of Marilyn’s legacy, and to encourage ongoing activist scholarship, UAA and SAGE are sponsoring a set of activities during the New Orleans conference.

Thursday, March 17
Activist Scholar Gathering, hosted by Miller-McCune Center for Research, Media, and Public Policy
5:30 PM–6:30 PM, Southdown Room (4th Floor)
Fast-changing cities need smart urban scholars who can help put cities back at the top of the nation’s intellectual and policy agenda. Miller-McCune (the print and online magazine), as well as SAGE Publications, together with a group of urban scholars and activists have been working to build a network of researchers and activists interested in advancing cutting edge research on under-explored urban problems. The goal is to promote research that can help us understand urban problems and discover implementation plans that are practice-focused to address these issues. Interested? On Thursday, March 17th, from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. there will be an informal organizing meeting for the network at the UAA conference in New Orleans.

Friday, March 18
Colloquy: Urban Research That Makes a Difference
Panel 105, 4:00 PM–5:25 PM, Bayside B (4th Floor)
The colloquy brings together a group of experienced urban scholars to reflect on urban research that makes a difference. Panelists will probe specific research themes and identify the central problems facing cities today with a particular focus on issues of concern among underserved populations in cities. Moderator: Margaret Wilder, Executive Director UAA. Panelists: Jeff Crump, University of Minnesota; Ross Gittell, University of New Hampshire; Jill Gross, Hunter College; Elizabeth Strom, University of South Florida; Mark Rosentraub, University of Michigan; Phil Thompson, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Plenary: Activist Scholar Award Winners
5:30 PM–6:30 PM, Grand Ballroom A & B (5th Floor)
The UAA-SAGE Marilyn Gittell Activist Scholar Award and Lecture is a pilot for an invited lecturer series to be held at the annual meetings of the Urban Affairs Association. The lecture will be presented by an urban scholar(s) who has engaged in exemplary field-based research.

Happy Hour Networking Reception, hosted by SAGE Publications
6:45 PM–7:45 PM, Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)
Networking reception for the presenting scholar(s), local leaders, and UAA conference participants.
2011 UAA-SAGE Activist Scholar Award Winners and Plenary Session Speakers
Friday, 5:30 PM–6:30 PM, Grand Ballroom A & B (5th Floor)

Maria Nelson, Ph.D., is an Associate Professor in the Department of Planning and Urban Studies at the University of New Orleans where she serves as coordinator of the Master of Urban and Regional Planning program, the only accredited planning program in the state of Louisiana. Her areas of expertise include local and regional economic development, community development and urban revitalization.

Nelson’s current research focuses on how cities cope with population decline, whether sudden or prolonged, sustained or temporary, and the tensions among equity, efficiency and environmental management in the implementation of redevelopment strategies.

Her recent work on New Orleans addresses planning and policy interventions to deal with vacant and abandoned property and the difficulties city officials have faced in translating the desire for a safer, better city into policies that could direct a just redevelopment.

Active in local, national and international organizations, Nelson is member of the Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning, the national and Louisiana chapters of the American Planning Association (APA), the American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP), the Neighborhood Housing Services of New Orleans Board of Directors, the Planners Network Steering Committee, the Urban Affairs Association Board Governing Board and the Urban Conservancy Board of Directors.

William P. Quigley is the Janet Mary Riley Professor of Law and Director of the Law Clinic and the Gillis Long Poverty Law Center at Loyola University New Orleans. He has been an active public interest lawyer since 1977. He has served as counsel with a wide range of public interest organizations on issues including Katrina social justice issues, public housing, voting rights, death penalty, living wage, civil liberties, educational reform, constitutional rights and civil disobedience. Bill has litigated numerous cases with the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc., the Advancement Project, and with the ACLU of Louisiana, for which he served as General Counsel for over 15 years. Bill received the 2006 Camille Gravel Civil Pro Bono Award from the Federal Bar Association New Orleans Chapter. Bill received the 2006 Stanford Law School National Public Service Award and the 2006 National Lawyers Guild Ernie Goodman award. He has also been an active volunteer lawyer with School of the Americas Watch and the Institute for Justice and Democracy in Haiti. Bill is the author of Ending Poverty As We Know It: Guaranteeing A Right to A Job At A Living Wage (2003) and Storms Still Raging: Katrina, New Orleans and Social Justice (2008). In 2003, he was named the Pope Paul VI National Teacher of Peace by Pax Christi USA and is the recipient of the 2004 SALT Teaching Award presented by the Society of American Law Teachers. For the past two years Bill has also served as Legal Director for the Center for Constitutional Rights, a national legal and educational organization dedicated to advancing and defending the rights guaranteed by the United States Constitution and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Dr. Beverly Wright, environmental justice scholar and advocate is the founder of the Deep South Center for Environmental Justice at Dillard University. The Center addresses environmental and health inequities along the Mississippi River Chemical Corridor and is a community/university partnership providing education, training, and job placement. Since Hurricane Katrina, the Center has focused largely on research, policy, community outreach, assistance, and the education of displaced African-American residents of New Orleans. Most recently, her focus has been on the education, training and public policy needs of those communities affected by the BP oil spill disaster.

Among her many committee service and leadership roles, Dr. Wright served as the co-chair of Sustainable Energy and Environmental Taskforce for New Orleans Mayor Mitchell Landrieu’s transition team. Dr. Wright received the Robert Wood Johnson Community Health Leadership Award in 2006, the 2008 EPA Environmental Justice Achievement Award, the Rainbow PUSH Coalition 2008 Community Award, the Ford Motor Company’s Freedom’s Sisters Award in 2009, the prestigious 2009 Heinz Award, the 2010 Beta Kappa Chi Humanitarian Assistance Award of the National Institute of Science, and the 2010 Conrad Arensberg Award from the Society for the Anthropology of Work. She was also recognized by the Grios 100 History Makers in the Making in 2010.
Submit Your Paper for the 2011 Best Conference Paper Award

*Deadline—July 15, 2011*

This award is presented to the author(s) of the paper judged to be the best paper presented at the Urban Affairs Association's (UAA) conference. Recipients are given a complimentary registration to the subsequent conference where the achievement is officially recognized, including the presentation of a plaque that describes the award.

All conference papers submitted for review to the *Journal of Urban Affairs* are eligible for the award. Papers are subjected to the normal *Journal of Urban Affairs* review process, and finalists are determined by composite review comments. The award winner is selected by an ad hoc committee designated by the chair of the Governing Board. The committee reports its decision to the Executive Director and the Chairperson of the Board. The Executive Director informs the award recipient of the outcome.

Papers that are accepted for publication through the review process will appear in a subsequent issue of the *Journal of Urban Affairs*.

To be considered for the 2011 Best Conference Paper Award, submit your paper to:

http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/juaf

For general guidance on preparing your manuscript for submission to the Journal please refer to:


Make sure to identify your paper as a 2011 conference presentation.

Sincerely,

Laura Reese, Editor
*Journal of Urban Affairs*
Global Urban Studies Program
447 Berkey Hall
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824
Graduate Student Networking Opportunity

BRT10. Graduate Urban Research Network Saturday, 8:00 AM–9:00 AM

This roundtable discussion, hosted by the Graduate Urban Research Network (GURN), is open to all graduate students. GURN is an interdisciplinary group of graduate students whose work is based in and around the New York City metropolitan area. The group seeks to foster connections across institutions and disciplines among the next generation of urban scholars through sponsoring community events, organizing conference sessions, and hosting informal research workshops with faculty. The roundtable may include topics such as: what it means to be part of an intellectual/academic community, collegiality and mentoring, what defines our generation of urban research, and how the current economic and political contexts affect our work and teaching. The discussion will be open and informal. Participants are encouraged to contribute their own experiences and ideas. Interested participants may contact desiree.fields@gmail.com. Senior urban scholars are also welcome to participate in the discussion and introduce themselves to students as volunteer mentors.
**Film Screenings with Discussions**

**Land of Opportunity: Excerpts from a Multi-Platform Documentary Project About Rebuilding New Orleans and Urban America**

*Thursday, 1:30 PM–2:55 PM, Southdown (4th Floor)*

From front porches to the frontlines, LAND OF OPPORTUNITY captures the struggle to rebuild New Orleans, one of America’s most beloved and emblematic cities. Juxtaposing different perspectives, from urban planners to immigrant workers to public housing residents, this multiplatform documentary project reveals how the story of post-Katrina New Orleans is also the story of urban America. The story of how democratic processes can fail us, how economic crisis can pull the rug out from under us, and how migration and displacement can prove to be complicated bargains. This is a ground-level view of a situation that has been widely discussed but rarely seen with such texture and complexity. Encompassing 1500 hours of footage filmed over five years, our multi-platform elements include a feature-length film for broadcast, as well as interactive and web-based content for educators and organizers alike.

As cities all over the world struggle to recover from disaster, whether economic, natural or man-made, we believe that the lessons of post-Katrina New Orleans have only become more urgent. While New Orleans is justly celebrated for its uniqueness, LAND OF OPPORTUNITY focuses on how this city is actually not different from cities across our country, especially when viewed through the lens of race, class, economics and the environment. The long-term goal for our outreach and audience engagement strategy is to use this project as a tool to raise awareness and inspire action around the “urban agenda” affecting cities across our country. We want to utilize the diverse stories of post-Katrina New Orleans to galvanize and educate urban America around the interconnected issues of affordable housing, urban redevelopment/planning, immigration reform and economic displacement. We aim to inspire nuanced discussions and support the work of organizations that cut across single-issue frameworks to build broad-based and multi-racial movement for urban spatial justice.

**Coming Home: The Dry Storm—Katrina swept away the levees; the government bulldozed their homes. In the aftermath, residents fight for their human right to housing.**

*Thursday, 3:15 PM–4:40 PM, Southdown (4th Floor)*

“IT just hurts my heart,” says Sam Jackson, New Orleans public housing resident and organizer, standing before the rubble that bulldozers had made of his family’s home. After Katrina’s destruction, the New Orleans City Council voted to demolish the majority of the city’s public housing and replace it with privately owned developments, displacing thousands of people. Locked out of the City Council meetings where policymakers decided the fate of their community, residents become activists, taking their struggle to the highest levels of national and international leadership. By taking an intimate look at one community’s battle with the housing crisis, Coming Home: The Dry Storm speaks to a broader pattern of privatization of those public resources that satisfy human rights for us all. With Obama and the Department of Housing and Urban Development pushing to privatize and mortgage finance the nation’s public housing stock in 2011, Coming Home couldn’t be more relevant today.
To make your task of time management easier during the conference, we have grouped sessions into broad thematic areas. Please do not view this listing as exhaustive of all the possible group configurations. Each session is listed by its program session number.

**Arts, Culture, Media**

006. Cultural Meanings in the City: Sports, Performance, and Creativity  
020. Narratives of New Orleans  
028. Land of Opportunity: Excerpts from a Multi-Platform Documentary Project About Rebuilding New Orleans and Urban America (Film Screening and Discussion)  
045. Multiple Vancouvers: Building a Socially, Economically, and Environmentally Resilient Region for all People  
075. Arts and Economic Development  
077. The Right to the City  
119. Issues in Neighborhood and Housing Design

**Disaster Planning for Urban Areas, Disaster Management, Emergency Preparedness, Cities and Security**

002. Post-Disaster New Orleans  
007. Dynamics of Recovery in Post-Katrina New Orleans  
013. Multiple Aspects of Urban Disaster  
016. Roots Run Deep Here: Contesting Locality in New Orleans—Post Hurricanes Katrina and Rita  
028. Land of Opportunity: Excerpts from a Multi-Platform Documentary Project About Rebuilding New Orleans and Urban America (Film Screening and Discussion)  
040. Approaches to Disaster Planning and Emergency Management  
045. Multiple Vancouvers: Building a Socially, Economically, and Environmentally Resilient Region for all People  
047. Coming Home (Film Screening and Discussion)  
056. Building Resilient Cities for Disasters  
076. Local Communities in Emergency Management  
099. Post-Disaster Recovery Planning  
100. Emergency Management and Vulnerable Populations  
BRT04. The Implementation of Community Policing in Mid-Sized Cities  
BRT09. What Can Hurricane Katrina Survivors Teach Us About Disaster Planning?  
PS01. Poster Session

**Economic Development, Redevelopment, Tourism, Urban Economics, Urban Finance**

002. Post-Disaster New Orleans  
010. TIF in the St. Louis Metropolitan Area: Smoking Gun, Magic Bullet, or Somewhere in Between?  
018. Land Uses in Economic Development  
019. Local Responses to Climate Change  
026. Assessing Economic Development  
030. Local Tax Policy and Fiscal Constraints  
038. Industry, Clusters, and Incubators
General Information—Sessions by Topic Category

**Economic Development, Redevelopment, Tourism, Urban Economics, Urban Finance (continued)**

045. Multiple Vancouvers: Building a Socially, Economically, and Environmentally Resilient Region for all People
049. International Place-Making
050. Political Incorporation and Mobilization
058. Private and Public Capital
063. Land Use, Sustainability, and Energy
067. Innovation and Creative Industries
078. Community Development—Innovative Strategies
083. Risk, Reward, and Real Estate: Doing Development in an Uncertain World
086. Brownfields and Industrial Restructuring
094. Environmental and Economic Development Issues
102. Detroit: The Challenge of Prolonged, Structural, Economic Decline
115. Redevelopment and Real Estate
117. Balancing Redevelopment and Historic Preservation in the Wake of Disaster: Lessons from Louisiana's Alternative Housing Pilot Program (Colloquy)
126. Analytical Perspectives on Growth

**Education, Schools, Universities**

004. Activism, Engagement, and Organizing for Social Change
032. Education, Segregation, Inequality, and Reform
055. Engagement and Economics in Secondary and Post-Secondary Education
105. Urban Research That Makes a Difference (Colloquy)
113. Perspectives on Teaching, Learning, and Professional Practice
123. Local Governance Practices
BRT10. Graduate Urban Research Network

**Environmental Issues, Sustainability, Urban Health, Technology and Society**

013. Multiple Aspects of Urban Disaster
015. Community Gardens and the Sustainable City—Part 1
023. Health, Safety, and Recreation in Urban Communities
029. Justice and Sustenance in New York City
031. Trust and Urban Governance
035. Governance for Environmental Issues
044. Housing Inequality and Social Vulnerability: Toward Housing Resilience (Colloquy)
045. Multiple Vancouvers: Building a Socially, Economically, and Environmentally Resilient Region for all People
059. Seeking Environmental Sustainability and Social Justice
066. Urban Health Issues and Public Policy
071. Green Infrastructure and Community Development
086. Brownfields and Industrial Restructuring
094. Environmental and Economic Development Issues
**General Information—Sessions by Topic Category**

**Environmental Issues, Sustainability, Urban Health, Technology and Society (continued)**
- 097. Community Gardens and the Sustainable City—Part 2
- 112. Urbanization and Social Justice
- BRT07. Health and the Built Environment: Perspectives from Academia
- PS01. Poster Session

**Globalization, International Urban Issues**
- 001. City Scale: Development Implications
- 037. Perspectives on Urban Governance—Part 1
- 049. International Place-Making
- 099. Post-Disaster Recovery Planning
- 112. Urbanization and Social Justice
- 122. Political Incorporation: Social-Economic Dynamics

**Governance, Intergovernmental Relations, Regionalism, Urban Management**
- 012. Governance in U.S. Metropolitan Cities: From Formal Structure to the Status Quo (Colloquy)
- 031. Trust and Urban Governance
- 035. Governance for Environmental Issues
- 036. Conflict and Urban Politics
- 037. Perspectives on Urban Governance—Part 1
- 057. Governing Regions
- 068. Citizens and Governance
- 088. Perspectives on Urban Governance—Part 2
- 096. Governance Challenges
- 123. Local Governance Practices
- 125. Promise and Performance in Urban Management
- BRT02. Are Interlocal Agreements Effective Tools for Metropolitan Integration?
- BRT03. The Role of the Philanthropic Community in Urban Policymaking
- PS01. Poster Session

**Historic Preservation, Space and Place**
- 016. Roots Run Deep Here: Contesting Locality in New Orleans—Post Hurricaness Katrina and Rita
- 043. Socio-Spatial Dynamics
- 045. Multiple Vancouvers: Building a Socially, Economically, and Environmentally Resilient Region for all People
- 051. Neighborhood Revitalization Strategies
- 087. Space, Place, and Preservation
- 117. Balancing Redevelopment and Historic Preservation in the Wake of Disaster: Lessons from Louisiana’s Alternative Housing Pilot Program (Colloquy)
# General Information—Sessions by Topic Category

**Housing, Neighborhoods, Community Development**

- 003. Dynamics of Neighborhood Exclusion and Inclusion
- 007. Dynamics of Recovery in Post-Katrina New Orleans
- 008. Urban and Suburban Planning Issues
- 015. Community Gardens and the Sustainable City—Part 1
- 016. Roots Run Deep Here: Contesting Locality in New Orleans—Post Hurricanes Katrina and Rita
- 017. Patterns of Race and Class Exclusion
- 021. Affordable Housing Issues
- 022. Effects of Foreclosures
- 027. Resistance to (Re)development and Gentrification
- 028. Land of Opportunity: Excerpts from a Multi-Platform Documentary Project About Rebuilding New Orleans and Urban America (Film Screening and Discussion)
- 034. The New Economic and Social Realities of Urban Homeownership
- 039. Foreclosure: Impacts on Neighborhoods
- 042. HOPE VI Program: Individual and Community Impact
- 044. Housing Inequality and Social Vulnerability: Toward Housing Resilience (Colloquy)
- 047. Coming Home (Film Screening and Discussion)
- 051. Neighborhood Revitalization Strategies
- 052. Immigrant Communities: Home, Work, Integration
- 053. Equity Issues in the Rebuilding of New Orleans
- 061. Capital and Community: A Critical Look at the Foreclosure Crisis from the Ground Up
- 062. The Imaginary of Neighborhood Stabilization in the Wake of Crises
- 064. Neighborhoods and Opportunity
- 070. Urban Marginality: Research on Urban Renewal and Gentrification in Four Cities
- 071. Green Infrastructure and Community Development
- 073. Place-Based Leadership and Public Service Innovation
- 074. Gentrification
- 078. Community Development—Innovative Strategies
- 080. Impacts of Affordable Housing on Neighborhoods
- 082. Housing Mobility in Urban Contexts
- 084. Public Housing Transformation and the Right to the City
- 091. Building More Resilient Communities. What Does That Mean? Part 1
- 092. Community Development and Capacity Building
- 093. Race, Ethnicity, and Neighborhood Change
- 095. Housing Tenure and Type for Low-Mod Households
- 101. The Future In and Of HOPE VI Developments
- 104. Sustainable Low-Income Homeownership with Shared Equity Models (Colloquy)
- 107. The Impact of Foreclosures on Children and Schools in Three Cities
- 109. Concepts and Theories of Neighborhood Change
General Information—Sessions by Topic Category

Housing, Neighborhoods, Community Development (continued)
116. Housing Market Dynamics
117. Balancing Redevelopment and Historic Preservation in the Wake of Disaster: Lessons from Louisiana’s Alternative Housing Pilot Program (Colloquy)
118. Housing Crises Past and Present
119. Issues in Neighborhood and Housing Design
127. On-the-Ground Realities of Mixed-Income Development in Chicago: Operational Challenges and Social Dynamics (Colloquy)
128. Inclusive Public Housing: Linking Housing and Services (Colloquy)
BRT04. The Implementation of Community Policing in Mid-Sized Cities
BRT06. Teaching Homelessness Thoughtfully
BRT09. What Can Hurricane Katrina Survivors Teach Us About Disaster Planning?

Human/Social Services, Nonprofit Sector
024. Challenges and New Directions in the Nonprofit Sector
073. Place-Based Leadership and Public Service Innovation
BRT03. The Role of the Philanthropic Community in Urban Policymaking

Immigration, Population and Demographic Trends
025. Facing the Mobility Question: Urban Transportation and the Socio-Spatial Dynamics of American Cities
028. Land of Opportunity: Excerpts from a Multi-Platform Documentary Project About Rebuilding New Orleans and Urban America (Film Screening and Discussion)
052. Immigrant Communities: Home, Work, Integration
072. Migration Patterns and Governmental Responses
112. Urbanization and Social Justice
116. Housing Market Dynamics
119. Issues in Neighborhood and Housing Design
124. Understanding Minority Immigrant Populations

Infrastructure, Capital Projects, Networks, Transport, Urban Services
023. Health, Safety, and Recreation in Urban Communities
025. Facing the Mobility Question: Urban Transportation and the Socio-Spatial Dynamics of American Cities
057. Governing Regions
071. Green Infrastructure and Community Development
099. Post-Disaster Recovery Planning
106. Transportation, Land Use, and Accessibility
120. Public Transportation: Contesting Access and Development
PS01. Poster Session

Labor, Employment, Wages, Training
025. Facing the Mobility Question: Urban Transportation and the Socio-Spatial Dynamics of American Cities
052. Immigrant Communities: Home, Work, Integration
090. Urban Employment: Economics and Equity
General Information—Sessions by Topic Category

**Land Use, Growth Management, Urban Development, Urban Planning**

002. Post-Disaster New Orleans
005. Revitalizing Severely Distressed Older Suburbs (Colloquy)
008. Urban and Suburban Planning Issues
011. Rebuilding Southeast San Francisco: Capital, Community, Science, Faith, and Race (Colloquy)
018. Land Uses in Economic Development
019. Local Responses to Climate Change
027. Resistance to (Re)development and Gentrification
028. Land of Opportunity: Excerpts from a Multi-Platform Documentary Project About Rebuilding New Orleans and Urban America (Film Screening and Discussion)
039. Foreclosure: Impacts on Neighborhoods
045. Multiple Vancouvers: Building a Socially, Economically, and Environmentally Resilient Region for all People
049. International Place-Making
058. Private and Public Capital
063. Land Use, Sustainability, and Energy
069. Planning for Urban Change
070. Urban Marginality: Research on Urban Renewal and Gentrification in Four Cities
086. Brownfields and Industrial Restructuring
106. Transportation, Land Use, and Accessibility
115. Redevelopment and Real Estate
123. Local Governance Practices
126. Analytical Perspectives on Growth
BRT01. Sustainable Regional Planning in the US: What Can We Learn from the Sustainable Planning Grant Process?
BRT02. Are Interlocal Agreements Effective Tools for Metropolitan Integration?
BRT07. Health and the Built Environment: Perspectives from Academia
PS01. Poster Session

**Poverty, Welfare, Income Inequality**

025. Facing the Mobility Question: Urban Transportation and the Socio-Spatial Dynamics of American Cities
033. Who Are the Poor? New Definitions and Trends
047. Coming Home (Film Screening and Discussion)
050. Political Incorporation and Mobilization
074. Gentrification
110. Is There Anything New Under the Sun? Examining “Innovation”

**Professional Development, The Field of Urban Affairs**

014. Urban Research: The Personal, the Professional, and the Political (Colloquy)
105. Urban Research That Makes a Difference (Colloquy)
113. Perspectives on Teaching, Learning, and Professional Practice
General Information—Sessions by Topic Category

Professional Development, The Field of Urban Affairs (continued)
BRT05. Jobs: Tenure Track
BRT06. Teaching Homelessness Thoughtfully
BRT08. Jobs: Beyond the Tenure Track (Post Docs, Academic and Non-Academic Research, and More)
BRT10. Graduate Urban Research Network

Public Safety in Urban Areas, Criminal Justice, Household Violence
089. Local Crime Prevention: Strategies for Safe Spaces
111. Cities, Crime, and Safety

Race, Ethnicity, Gender, Diversity
003. Dynamics of Neighborhood Exclusion and Inclusion
006. Cultural Meanings in the City: Sports, Performance, and Creativity
009. Everyday Places: Broadening Our Understanding of Justice, Equity, and Sustainability in the Multicultural City
011. Rebuilding Southeast San Francisco: Capital, Community, Science, Faith, and Race (Colloquy)
013. Multiple Aspects of Urban Disaster
017. Patterns of Race and Class Exclusion
046. Urban Politics and Power—Do Race, Ethnicity, and Class Make a Difference?
047. Coming Home (Film Screening and Discussion)
050. Political Incorporation and Mobilization
054. Understanding New Dimensions of Social and Political Capital
064. Neighborhoods and Opportunity
065. Women in the City
081. Representations and Inclusion: Thinking About Diversity in Multiple Ways and Places
093. Race, Ethnicity, and Neighborhood Change
124. Understanding Minority Immigrant Populations

Social Capital, Democracy and Civil Society, Social Theory, Religion and the City
004. Activism, Engagement, and Organizing for Social Change
007. Dynamics of Recovery in Post-Katrina New Orleans
009. Everyday Places: Broadening Our Understanding of Justice, Equity, and Sustainability in the Multicultural City
011. Rebuilding Southeast San Francisco: Capital, Community, Science, Faith, and Race (Colloquy)
016. Roots Run Deep Here: Contesting Locality in New Orleans—Post Hurricanes Katrina and Rita
022. Effects of Foreclosures
047. Coming Home (Film Screening and Discussion)
054. Understanding New Dimensions of Social and Political Capital
060. Now What? Community Organizing After ACORN (Colloquy)
065. Women in the City
General Information—Sessions by Topic Category

Social Capital, Democracy and Civil Society, Social Theory, Religion and the City
(continued)
073. Place-Based Leadership and Public Service Innovation
077. The Right to the City
110. Is There Anything New Under the Sun? Examining “Innovation”
122. Political Incorporation: Social-Economic Dynamics
BRT09. What Can Hurricane Katrina Survivors Teach Us About Disaster Planning?

Urban Design, Urban Architecture
114. Urban Design Challenges

Urban Indicators, Data/Methods, Satisfaction/Quality of Life Surveys
121. Quality of Life and Urban Outcomes

Urban Politics, Elections, Citizen Participation
031. Trust and Urban Governance
036. Conflict and Urban Politics
041. Why History Matters: Time and Temporality in Urban Political Analysis (Colloquy)
046. Urban Politics and Power—Do Race, Ethnicity, and Class Make a Difference?
048. Politics in Urban Space
060. Now What? Community Organizing After ACORN (Colloquy)
079. Author Meets Critics: David Imbroscio’s Urban America Reconsidered (Colloquy)
085. Urban Theory: Exploring Social Political Thought in Contemporary Urban Politics (Foucault, Derrida, Lefebvre, Among Others)
092. Community Development and Capacity Building

Urban Theory, Theoretical and Conceptual Issues in Urban Affairs
009. Everyday Places: Broadening Our Understanding of Justice, Equity, and Sustainability in the Multicultural City
025. Facing the Mobility Question: Urban Transportation and the Socio-Spatial Dynamics of American Cities
041. Why History Matters: Time and Temporality in Urban Political Analysis (Colloquy)
049. International Place-Making
050. Political Incorporation and Mobilization
058. Private and Public Capital
069. Planning for Urban Change
085. Urban Theory: Exploring Social Political Thought in Contemporary Urban Politics (Foucault, Derrida, Lefebvre, Among Others)
098. Re-Bordering Urban Inequalities, Re-Thinking Urban Coexistence: A New Droit à la Ville?
Concurrent Sessions—Thursday

7:00 AM–8:00 AM

Breakfast and Roundtable Discussions

Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)

BRT01 Sustainable Regional Planning in the US: What Can We Learn from the Sustainable Planning Grant Process?
Thursday, 7:00 AM–8:00 AM, Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)
David Lewis (University at Albany, SUNY)
Laura Solitare (Texas Southern University)
Michael Frisch (University of Missouri-Kansas City)

BRT02 Are Interlocal Agreements Effective Tools for Metropolitan Integration?
Thursday, 7:00 AM–8:00 AM, Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)
Eric Zeemering (San Francisco State University)
Jered Carr (Wayne State University)

BRT03 The Role of the Philanthropic Community in Urban Policymaking
Thursday, 7:00 AM–8:00 AM, Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)
Laurie Cohen (Rutgers University)
Deborah Ward (Rutgers University)

BRT04 The Implementation of Community Policing in Mid-Sized Cities
Thursday, 7:00 AM–8:00 AM, Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)
David Weiss (Fitchburg State University)

BRT05 Jobs: Tenure Track
Thursday, 7:00 AM–8:00 AM, Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)
Jill Simone Gross (Hunter College of the City University of New York)
Derek Hyra (Virginia Tech University)
Maria Martinez-Cosio (University of Texas at Arlington)

Opening Plenary Session
Thursday, 8:05 AM–9:05 AM, Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)
Towards a Just and Sustainable Recovery

Moderator: Jane S. Brooks, FAICP
Professor, Department Chair, and Jean Brainard Boebel Chair in Historic Preservation, Department of Planning & Urban Studies, University of New Orleans

♦ Allison Plyer, MBA, SCD
Deputy Director, Greater New Orleans Community Data Center

♦ James Perry
Deputy Director, Greater New Orleans Fair Housing Action Center

♦ Dr. Craig E. Colten
Carl O. Sauer Professor; Editor, Geographical Review; Department of Geography and Anthropology, Louisiana State University
(see insert for speakers’ biographical statements)
Concurrent Sessions—Thursday

001 City Scale: Development Implications
Thursday, 9:15 AM–10:40 AM, Gallier A (4th Floor)
Moderator: Jeffrey Lowe (University of Memphis)
- Globalization Strategies: Metropolitan Agglomeration versus State Rescaling
  Eric Petersen (Cambridge Systematics)
- A Different Kind of Convergence
  David Gladstone (University of New Orleans), Joshua Pelletier (University of New Orleans)
- Downscaling Competitive City Discourse: The Construction of Urban Space in the Wake of Failed Olympic Bids
  Stephen Sawyer (American University of Paris), Scott Salmon (New School for Social Research)
- Conceptualizing the U.S. Mid-Sized City
  Jeffrey S. Lowe (University of Memphis)

002 Post-Disaster New Orleans
Thursday, 9:15 AM–10:40 AM, Nottoway (4th Floor)
Moderator: Robert Collins (Dillard University)
- Dueling Plans: Land Use Planning in Post-Katrina New Orleans
  Robert Collins (Dillard University)
- An Integrated Socio-Spatial Research Framework for Long-term Urban Disaster Recovery
  Mark Kammerbauer (Bauhaus-University Weimar)
- Rebuilding New Orleans: Economic Development in the City in the Post-Katrina Era
  Peter F. Burns (Loyola University New Orleans), Matthew O. Thomas (California State University, Chico)
- Urban Revitalization in New Orleans: A Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing
  Siri Colom (University of California, Berkeley)
- The Retail Sector in Neighborhood Redevelopment and Recovery: New Orleans and Kansas City
  Michael Frisch (University of Missouri-Kansas City)

003 Dynamics of Neighborhood Exclusion and Inclusion
Thursday, 9:15 AM–10:40 AM, Edgewood A/B (4th Floor)
Moderator: Michael Powe (University of Washington)
- After Loft Redevelopment: Analyzing Skid Row’s Cartographies of Community, Territory, and Identity
  Michael Powe (University of Washington)
- Neighborhood Boundaries: How and Why the Urban Residents Include/Exclude Certain Areas and People
  Yuki Kato (Tulane University)
- A-way from Paolo Sarpi. An Ethnographic Research in Milan’s Chinatown
  Lidia K.C. Manzo (University of Trento)
004 Activism, Engagement, and Organizing for Social Change

Thursday, 9:15 AM–10:40 AM, Southdown (4th Floor)

Moderator: Robyne Turner (Rutgers University)

- Choosing Tactics for Social Action: Comparing Activists and Community Organizers
  Donna Hardina (California State University, Fresno), Catherine Garoupa-White (Central California Air Quality Coalition), Matthew Jendian (California State University, Fresno), Hector Cerda (California State University, Fresno)

- Urban Youth Action: Potential and Challenges of Youth-Led Organizing in Philadelphia and Beyond
  Aaron Searson (University of Delaware)

- Community Organizing for Education Transformation
  Robyne Turner (Rutgers University), Airick West (Kansas City, Missouri School Board)

005 Revitalizing Severely Distressed Older Suburbs (Colloquy)

Thursday, 9:15 AM–10:40 AM, Evergreen (4th Floor)

Moderator: Edward Hill (Cleveland State University)

- Charles Post (Cleveland State University)
- Kathryn Hexter (Cleveland State University)
- Kathryn Pettit (The Urban Institute)

006 Cultural Meanings in the City: Sports, Performance, and Creativity

Thursday, 9:15 AM–10:40 AM, Oakley (4th Floor)

Moderator: Daniel Silver (University of Toronto)

- The Canadian Scenescape
  Daniel Silver (University of Toronto)

- Toronto, Florida: The Exclusion of Immigrants and Racial Minorities from the Creative City
  Nehal El-Hadi (University of Toronto)

- Freedom and Cultural Consciousness: Black Working Class Performance in Post-Katrina New Orleans
  Diane Grams (Tulane University)

- The Sports Media Metaphor in Hurricane Katrina News: The Saints Go Marching In
  Gene A. Burd (University of Texas at Austin)

- From 'Shelter of Last Resort' to 'Who Dat?' Sport: The Importance of Professional Sports to Urban Residents
  Casey Knoettgen (University of New Orleans)
Concurrent Sessions—Thursday

007 Dynamics of Recovery in Post-Katrina New Orleans

Thursday, 9:15 AM–10:40 AM, Bayside C (4th Floor)

Moderator: Randy Burnside (Southern Illinois University Carbondale)

- Promise Forgotten: United Way's Experiment in Community Revitalization in Post-Katrina Gentilly
  Ruth Meyers (University of Pennsylvania)

- Citizen Engagement in Post-Katrina Rebuilding: Lessons for Long-Term Recovery Models
  Maggie Olivier (University of New Orleans), Nancy Quirk (City of Charlottesville, Virginia)

- Community Resilience in Post-Katrina New Orleans: A Case Study of the “How Safe, How Soon?” Project
  Ann Yoachim (Tulane University)

008 Urban and Suburban Planning Issues

Thursday, 9:15 AM–10:40 AM, Oak Alley (4th Floor)

Moderator: Stephanie Ryberg (Cleveland State University)

- Differences of Neighborhood Outcomes: Physical and Social Environment
  Yunwoo Nam (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

- Sustainable and New Urbanism—A Way for Understanding and Solving the Housing Phenomena of Concentrated Poverty in Alienated Suburbs?
  Tigran Haas (Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden), Ryan Locke (Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden)

- More Bedrooms and Amenities, Less Asphalt: An Empirical Approach to Calculate Affordable Housing Parking Reductions and Overcome NIMBY Protests
  Carrie Makarewicz (University of California, Berkeley)

- Restoring Urban America: The Use and Impact of Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits in Twelve Cities
  Stephanie Ryberg (Cleveland State University), Randall Mason (University of Pennsylvania), Kevin McMahon (University of Pennsylvania), Ann Donkin (Cleveland State University)

009 Everyday Places: Broadening Our Understanding of Justice, Equity, and Sustainability in the Multicultural City

Thursday, 9:15 AM–10:40 AM, Estherwood (4th Floor)

Moderator: Renia Ehrenfeucht (University of New Orleans)

- Cacophonous Geographies: Constructing Safe Havens and Places of Refuge in the City
  Anna Livia Brand (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

- Spaces of Cultural Production: Questioning the “Marginality” of Immigrant Cultural Spaces
  Carolina Sarmiento (University of California, Irvine)

- The Politics of Latino Belonging: The Illegal Immigration Relief Act
  Arianna Martinez (Rutgers University)

- Investigating the Spaces of Sociality in the Multicultural Ethnoscapes of Greater Los Angeles
  Felicity Hwee-Hwa Chan (University of Southern California)
010 TIF in the St. Louis Metropolitan Area: Smoking Gun, Magic Bullet, or Somewhere in Between?
Thursday, 9:15 AM–10:40 AM, Bayside B (4th Floor)
Moderator: Sarah Coffin (Saint Louis University)

- Impact of TIF Use on Municipal Fiscal Health in the St. Louis Metropolitan Region
  Mark Tranel (University of Missouri-St. Louis), William Winter (University of Missouri-St. Louis)

- The Promises and Pitfalls of TIF in the St. Louis Metropolitan Region: A Look at the Economic and Racial Disparities
  Sarah L. Coffin (Saint Louis University), Robert W. Ryan (Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis)

- Impact of TIF on Retail Business Decisions: A Case Study of St. Louis
  Andrew Theising (Southern Illinois University Edwardsville), Mark Tranel (University of Missouri-St. Louis)

011 Rebuilding Southeast San Francisco: Capital, Community, Science, Faith, and Race (Colloquy)
Thursday, 9:15 AM–10:40 AM, Gallier B (4th Floor)
Moderator: Rachel Brahinsky (University of California, Berkeley)
  Emily Tumpson Molina (University of California, Santa Barbara)
  Christina Jackson (University of California, Santa Barbara)
  Rachel Brahinsky (University of California, Berkeley)

012 Governance in U.S. Metropolitan Cities: From Formal Structure to the Status Quo (Colloquy)
Thursday, 9:15 AM–10:40 AM, Bayside A (4th Floor)
Moderator: Don Phares (University of Missouri-St. Louis)
  Don Phares (University of Missouri-St. Louis)
  Christina Rosan (Temple University)
  Ronald Vogel (University of Louisville)
  E. Terrence Jones (University of Missouri-St. Louis)
  Donald Norris (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)
013 Multiple Aspects of Urban Disaster

*Thursday, 10:45 AM–12:10 PM, Gallier B (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Leslie Grover (Southern University and A&M College)

- **The Resilience of Airports: Adaptation Planning Against Hazards and for Potential Disaster Recovery**
  Josh Vertalka (Michigan State University), Eva Kassens (Michigan State University)

- **Angels and Demons: How Disaster Brings out the Best and the Worst in Human Nature**
  Clairissa Breen (Gannon University)

- **Rainwater Harvesting. It's Not Just Water Conservation**
  Chihyang Hu (Louisiana State University), Yu-wen Chiu (Louisiana State University), Yie-Ru Chiu (Tzu Chi University, Hualien, Taiwan), Guang Jin (Illinois State University)

- **Measuring Racial Equity in The Big Easy: Implications for Public Policy Agenda Setting**
  Leslie Grover (Southern University and A&M College), Eric Horent (Southern University and A&M College)

014 Urban Research: The Personal, the Professional, and the Political (Colloquy)

*Thursday, 10:45 AM–12:10 PM, Bayside A (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Kathe Newman (Rutgers University)

- Janet Smith (University of Illinois at Chicago)
- Michael Owens (Emory University)
- Marla Nelson (University of New Orleans)
- Daniel Immergluck (Georgia Institute of Technology)
- Jonathan Davies (University of Warwick)

015 Community Gardens and the Sustainable City—Part 1

*Thursday, 10:45 AM–12:10 PM, Southdown (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Bernadette Hanlon (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)

- **Land Trusts and Community Gardens in Baltimore**
  Bernadette Hanlon (University of Maryland, Baltimore County), Thomas Vicino (Northeastern University)

- **Rebuilding Distressed Communities through Urban Agriculture in Havana, Boston, and Barcelona**
  Isabelle Anguelovski (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

  Hamil Pearsall (Clark University), Christina Rosan (Temple University)
Concurrent Sessions—Thursday

016 Roots Run Deep Here: Contesting Locality in New Orleans—Post Hurricanes Katrina and Rita
Thursday, 10:45 AM–12:10 PM, Bayside C (4th Floor)
Moderator: Joan Prince (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

- To Know is to Survive: A Critical Reflection on the Role of Information in Disaster Management
  Johannes Britz (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

- Voices from Inside the Storm: An Ethnographic Inquiry into the Ethnoscapes of Place and Placelessness in New Orleans’ Lower 9th Ward
  Cheryl Ajiotutu (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee), Valeria Schexnayder (Community Scholar in Residence, Lower 9th Ward Community Resident)

- Reconstructing Home in a Post-Disaster City
  Pamela Broom (Women and Agriculture [WandA] Network)

- 'The Worst Thing after Katrina was the Silence': Reclaiming Community Through the Language of Public Memory
  Shannon Dosemagen (Louisiana Bucket Brigade), Monique Hassman (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

- Power, Locale, and Embodied Placemaking: The Role of Place and Place-Makers in Civil Society
  Harry Van Oudenallen (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee), Arijit Sen (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

017 Patterns of Race and Class Exclusion
Thursday, 10:45 AM–12:10 PM, Edgewood A/B (4th Floor)
Moderator: Roslyn Chavda (University of New Hampshire)

- The Effect of New Dwellings on Residential Segregation in the Netherlands
  Ronald van Kempen (Utrecht University), Sanne Boschman (Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency), Frank van Dam (Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency), Gideon Bolt (Utrecht University)

- Black Flight: Consequences of Neighborhood Cultural Conflict
  Rachael Woldoff (West Virginia University)

- Brooklyn With Bears
  Roslyn Chavda (University of New Hampshire)

- Bland is Beautiful? Density, Homogeneity, and Political Participation in Local Government
  Catherine Schmitt (Wayne State University), Jered Carr (Wayne State University)
018 Land Uses in Economic Development
Thursday, 10:45 AM–12:10 PM, Bayside B (4th Floor)

Moderator: Iryna Lendel (Cleveland State University)

- **The Collapse of the Convention City and the Nature of Local Policymaking**
  Heywood Sanders (University of Texas at San Antonio)

- **Economic Effects of Post Offices**
  Nancy Pindus (The Urban Institute), Christopher Hayes (The Urban Institute), Douglas Wissoker (The Urban Institute), Christopher Narducci (The Urban Institute), Michel Grosz (The Urban Institute)

- **Policy Decisions and Environmental Justice for Casinos in Philadelphia**
  Moira Conway (Graduate Center at the City University of New York)

- **A Predator or a Cooperator? What Part does University Play in the American College Town**
  Chen-Yi Wang (University of Texas at Arlington)

- **Regional Innovation Ecologies: To What Extent is Academia an Anchor Public Policy Asset?**
  Iryna Lendel (Cleveland State University), Sunjoo Park (Cleveland State University)

019 Local Responses to Climate Change
Thursday, 10:45 AM–12:10 PM, Evergreen (4th Floor)

Moderator: Gail Heffner (Calvin College)

- **Urban Public-Private Partnerships on Climate Change**
  Joan Fitzgerald (Northeastern University)

- **Mitigating Climate Change at the Municipal Scale: American Urban Planning at a Crossroads**
  Kent Hurst (University of Texas at Arlington)

- **Forging the Link Between Urban Form and Climate Change Mitigation: Learning from Montreal and Dallas**
  Isabelle A. Maret (University of Montreal), Robert Whelan (University of Texas at Dallas), Kent Hurst (University of Texas at Arlington)

- **Integrate Climate-Change Policies into Urban Sustainable Development**
  Jie Zhou (University of Southern California)

- **Ecosystem Management and Its Application at the Local Level: APNEP, CAMA and Local Land Use Planning in North Carolina**
  Traci Birch (University of New Orleans)
020 Narratives of New Orleans
Thursday, 10:45 AM–12:10 PM, Oakley (4th Floor)

Moderator: David Perry (University of Illinois at Chicago)

- Media Coverage of the Economy After an Environmental Disaster: New Orleans, Southern Louisiana, and the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
  J.R. Estes (Portland State University)

- The Hurricane Katrina Tour: Commodity, Spectacle, and Ethics
  Jessica Lockrem (Rice University)

- The Tales of Two Cities: The Role of Popular Culture in Shaping the Recoveries of Detroit and New Orleans
  Laura Crommelin (University of New South Wales)

021 Affordable Housing Issues
Thursday, 10:45 AM–12:10 PM, Nottoway (4th Floor)

Moderator: Rachel Bratt (Tufts University)

- Defending Progressive State Housing and Land Use Reforms
  Rachel Bratt (Tufts University), Dennis Keating (Cleveland State University), Alan Mallach (Center for Community Progress)

- Redlining, Race, and Community Action in Milwaukee, 1972–1974
  John Standard (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

- A Socio-Spatial Analysis of LIHTC Developments and Developers in Richmond, Virginia, through a Low-Income Neighborhood Revitalization and Stabilization Lens
  Monique Johnson (Virginia Commonwealth University)

- Colonia Guadalupe: Laredo, Texas’ First Federal Housing Project
  Carlos Valle (Laredo Community College)

- Reframing NIMBY Syndrome: The Case of Affordable Rental Housing in New York State
  Corianne Scally (University at Albany, SUNY)

022 Effects of Foreclosures
Thursday, 10:45 AM–12:10 PM, Oak Alley (4th Floor)

Moderator: Gregory Squires (George Washington University)

- The Effect of Foreclosures on Property Tax Assessment Equity
  Seth B. Payton (Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis)

- Above and Beyond: Predicting Counties that Push Beyond the Roll-Back Rate
  Chinonye Onwunli (Florida State University)

- The Personal Costs of Subprime Lending and the Foreclosure Crisis: A Matter of Trust, Insecurity, and Institutional Deception
  Lauren Ross (Temple University), Gregory Squires (George Washington University)
Concurrent Sessions—Thursday

023 Health, Safety, and Recreation in Urban Communities
Thursday, 10:45 AM–12:10 PM, Estherwood (4th Floor)

Moderator: Naomi Adiv (CUNY Graduate Center)

- Urban Streetscapes and Parental Traffic Safeguarding: A Preliminary Investigation
  Arlene Tigar McLaren (Simon Fraser University), Sylvia Parusel (Simon Fraser University)

- Child Passenger Safety: Methodological Approaches to Empower Urban Communities
  Dexter Samuels (Tennessee State University), Terri Foxx (Tennessee State University),
  Calvin L. Brown (Tennessee State University), Sonja Revell (Tennessee State University)

- Health and Social Impacts of Contemporary Urban Mobility—Lisbon Case Study
  Victor Meirinhos (New University of Lisbon), Jordi Nofre (New University of Lisbon)

- The Amphibious Public: Public Swimming Pools, Municipal Infrastructure and Urban Citizenship
  Naomi Adiv (CUNY Graduate Center)

- Impacts of Perceived and Physical Environments on Self-Rated Health
  Youngkook Kim (The Korea Transport Institute), Sang Ho Lee (Hanbat National University)

024 Challenges and New Directions in the Nonprofit Sector
Thursday, 10:45 AM–12:10 PM, Gallier A (4th Floor)

Moderator: Jocelyn Taliaferro (North Carolina State University)

- Trickle Down or Bottom Up? The Impacts of Neoliberalism on Delaware Nonprofits and Their Expressions of Community
  Lauren Miltenberger (Villanova University)

- Government-Nonprofit Collaboration to Provide Health Care for Undocumented Immigrants: Evidence from Three Dallas Area Counties
  Richard Scotch (University of Texas at Dallas), Charles McConnel (University of Texas at Dallas),
  Maria Del Balderas (University of Texas at Dallas)

- Nonprofit Lobbying and Resource Dependency Theory
  Jocelyn Taliaferro (North Carolina State University), Nicole Ruggiano (Florida International University)

- Affordable Health-Care as a Strategy for Urban Development
  Karabi Bezboruah (University of Texas at Arlington)

12:15 PM–1:30 PM  |  Lunch (with a short program)  |  Armstrong Ballroom (4th Floor)
1:30 PM–2:55 PM  |  Concurrent Sessions  |  4th-Floor Meeting Rooms
Concurrent Sessions—Thursday

025 Facing the Mobility Question: Urban Transportation and the Socio-Spatial Dynamics of American Cities
Thursday, 1:30 PM–2:55 PM, Estherwood (4th Floor)

Moderator: Ali Modarres (California State University, Los Angeles)

- Too Few Steps Forward: Lessons for Transportation and Land Use Planning from Home Healthcare Participants
  Annie Decker (Benjamin H. Cardozo School of Law), Christopher L. Griffin, Jr. (Duke University)

- Getting to Work: Social Structure and Public Transportation in a Polycentric Metro Region
  Ali Modarres (California State University, Los Angeles)

- Cause and Consequence of Intra-Metropolitan Spatial Differentiation and Socioeconomic Disparity in U.S. Metropolitan Areas
  Sugie Lee (Cleveland State University)

- The Social Justice Implications of Public Transportation
  Gerard Wellman (University of Nebraska at Omaha)

026 Assessing Economic Development
Thursday, 1:30 PM–2:55 PM, Bayside B (4th Floor)

Moderator: Godwin Arku (University of Western Ontario)

- Competition and Cooperation in Economic Development Efforts: Examining the Perceptions of Economic Development Officials of Cities in Ontario
  Godwin Arku (University of Western Ontario), Catherine Oosterbaan (University of Western Ontario)

- Business Incentive Use Among U.S. Local Governments: A Story of Accountability and Policy Learning
  Mildred Warner (Cornell University), Lingwen Zheng (Cornell University)

- Market Cities: Trends in Economic Development
  Stuart Strother (Azusa Pacific University)

- Strategies for Building a More Resilient Economy with the Help of all Workers
  Jennifer Auer (Arizona State University), Eric Johnston (Arizona State University)

027 Resistance to (Re)development and Gentrification
Thursday, 1:30 PM–2:55 PM, Oak Alley (4th Floor)

Moderator: Karen Gibson (Portland State University)

- Contested Renewal in the Bronx: Appropriate Development or Incipient Gentrification?
  Katy Guimond (University of California, Berkeley)

- Inter-Organizational Relations in the Context of Neighborhood Gentrification in Miami: “Insiders” and “Outsiders”
  Marcos Feldman (Florida International University)

- Urban Renewal as Urban Redevelopment in the Making of a “Modern” City
  Cathy Ambler (Preservation Consultants), Elizabeth Rosin (Rosin Preservation, LLC)

- Repression and Resistance in Portland’s Albina District: The Role of the Police in Spatial and Social Control, 1950–2010
  Karen J. Gibson (Portland State University)
Concurrent Sessions—Thursday

028 Land of Opportunity: Excerpts from a Multi-Platform Documentary Project About Rebuilding New Orleans and Urban America (Film Screening and Discussion)
   Thursday, 1:30 PM–2:55 PM, Southdown (4th Floor)
   Moderator: Luisa Dantas (JoLu Productions, Inc.)
   Luisa Dantas (JoLu Productions, Inc.)
   Evan Casper-Futterman (University of New Orleans/JoLu Productions, Inc.)

029 Justice and Sustenance in New York City
   Thursday, 1:30 PM–2:55 PM, Gallier B (4th Floor)
   Moderator: Nevin Cohen (Eugene Lang College, The New School)
   • Lunch in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction
     Dory Kornfeld (Columbia University)
   • Has New York City Fallen into the Local Trap?
     Kimberly Libman (The Graduate Center City University of New York)
   • From Public Market to La Marqueta
     Babette Audant (Kingsborough Community College, CUNY)

030 Local Tax Policy and Fiscal Constraints
   Thursday, 1:30 PM–2:55 PM, Bayside C (4th Floor)
   Moderator: Heidi Jane Smith (Florida International University)
   • Impact of Property Tax Limits on the Supply of Municipal Debt
     Sharon Kioko (Syracuse University)
   • Residential Property Tax Protestors in Texas: Who Are They, What Do They Gain, and Do They Vote?
     Rodney Hissong (University of Texas at Arlington), Robert Hawley (University of Texas at Arlington)
   • Assessing the Role of Redevelopment Boards in Effecting Urban Change: Empirical Data from Michigan Communities
     Heather Khan (Michigan State University)
   • How Can Latin American Cities Fiscal Capacity Help with Economic Development?
     Heidi Jane Smith (Florida International University)
Concurrent Sessions—Thursday

031 Trust and Urban Governance

*Thursday, 1:30 PM–2:55 PM, Bayside A (4th Floor)*

**Moderator:** Douglas Ihrke (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

- **The State of Citizen Distrust of Local Governments**
  Mel D. Powell (Southern Maryland Higher Education Center)

- **State Fiscal Transparency, E-Government Performance and Social Capital**
  John McNutt (University of Delaware), Jonathan Justice (University of Delaware), Edward Smith (University of Delaware)

- **Open Source Practice: Applying Network Technology in Participatory Planning**
  Peter Sigrist (Cornell University), Brian Davis (University of Virginia)

- **E-Government Benchmarks: An Analysis of Municipal Website Usability in the United States**
  Levi Thiele (University of Nebraska at Omaha)

- **Evaluating Support for Municipal Government Term Limits: Evidence from a National Survey of Municipal Officials?**
  Douglas Ihrke (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee), Gerald Gabris (Northern Illinois University), Nathan Grasse (Georgia Southern University), Brianne Heidbreder (Kansas State University)

032 Education, Segregation, Inequality, and Reform

*Thursday, 1:30 PM–2:55 PM, Oakley (4th Floor)*

**Moderator:** Deborah Ward (Rutgers University)

- **A Spatialized Rawlsian Analysis of Educational Equity**
  Lee Hachadoorian (CUNY Graduate Center)

- **Staying Put in the Gentrified City: Schools as Instruments of a Fortified Gentrification**
  Chase Billingham (Northeastern University), Shelley Kimelberg (Northeastern University)

- **Suburban Change and the Schools: Places of Integration or Replicating Urban Inequality and Segregation?**
  Erica Frankenberg (Pennsylvania State University)

- **A Case-Study of Urban School Reform: Newark, NJ**
  Deborah Ward (Rutgers University), Laurie Cohen (Rutgers University), Shenique Thomas (Rutgers University)

- **An Impact of High Stakes Testing Policy on High School Dropouts**
  Naoshi Sambonsugi (Southern University and A&M College)
Concurrent Sessions—Thursday

033 Who Are the Poor? New Definitions and Trends  
Thursday, 1:30 PM–2:55 PM, Edgewood A/B (4th Floor)

Moderator: Vladimir Kogan (University of California, San Diego)

- Surprising Diversity in Financial Stability: A Cluster Analysis of CWF Clients in 12 Low-Income Chicago Communities  
  Suzanne Wagner (Project Match), Charles Chang (Project Match), Toby Herr (Project Match)

- From Underclass to Entrepreneur: New Technologies of Poverty Work in Urban America  
  Michael Katz (University of Pennsylvania)

- Understanding Recent Patterns of Metropolitan Homelessness  
  Barrett A. Lee (Pennsylvania State University), Matthew Hall (University of Illinois at Chicago), Jennifer McClure (Pennsylvania State University), Lauren A. Hughes (Pennsylvania State University)

- Coming and Going: Effects of Change in Household Composition on the Well-Being of Families and Children  
  Nola du Toit (University of Chicago), Cathy Haggerty (University of Chicago), Kate Bachtell (University of Chicago)

- Jurisdictional Competition and Redistribution  
  Vladimir Kogan (University of California, San Diego)

034 The New Economic and Social Realities of Urban Homeownership  
Thursday, 1:30 PM–2:55 PM, Nottoway (4th Floor)

Moderator: Kim Manturuk (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

- The User Cost of Low-Income Homeownership  
  Sarah F. Riley (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill), HongYu Ru (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

- Crime and Disorder in the Neighborhood: Collective Efficacy Mediates Homeownership  
  Mark Lindblad (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill), Kim Manturuk (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill), Roberto Quercia (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

- The Effect of Homeownership on Wealth in Low-Income Households  
  Clint Key (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill), Michal Grinstein-Weiss (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill), Shenyang Guo (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill), Yeong Yeo (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

- Homeownership and Mental Health: Mediating Effects of Perceived Sense of Control and Community Trust  
  Kim Manturuk (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
**035 Governance for Environmental Issues**  
*Thursday, 1:30 PM–2:55 PM, Evergreen (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Robert Stokes (Drexel University)

- **The Role of Community-Based Organizations in Networked Sustainability Governance**  
  Robert Stokes (Drexel University), Lynn Mandarano (Temple University)

- **Between the Urban and the Rural: Environmental Management and Planning in the Periphery of Mexico City**  
  Enrique Perez (Instituto Politécnico Nacional, Mexico)

- **Recognizing Interdependence and Defining Multilevel Governance in City Sustainability Plans**  
  Eric Zeemering (San Francisco State University)

**036 Conflict and Urban Politics**  
*Thursday, 1:30 PM–2:55 PM, Gallier A (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Frédérick Douzet (University of Paris 8)

- **Learning from New Orleans**  
  Cynthia Horan (Yale University)

- **Conflicts and the City: The Impacts on Social and Environmental Issues**  
  Richard Morin (Université du Québec à Montréal), Eric Shragge (Concordia University), Jean-Marc Fontan (Université du Québec à Montréal), Pierre Hamel (Université de Montréal)

- **Can French Suburbs Catch Fire Again? A Geopolitical Analysis of Clichy-Sous-Bois, Five Years Later.**  
  Frédérick Douzet (University of Paris 8), Jeremy Robine (University of Paris 8)

- **The Cost of Ruling or the Cost of Being at the Wrong Place at the Wrong Time? National Induced Urban Reform and Incumbent Mayors’ Electoral Defeat**  
  Ulrik Kjaer (University of Southern Denmark), Robert Klemmensen (University of Southern Denmark)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2:55 PM–3:15 PM</th>
<th>Coffee and Conversation</th>
<th>4th-Floor Foyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:15 PM–4:40 PM</td>
<td>Concurrent Sessions</td>
<td>4th-Floor Meeting Rooms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Concurrent Sessions—Thursday

037 Perspectives on Urban Governance—Part 1
Thursday, 3:15 PM–4:40 PM, Oakley (4th Floor)
Moderator: Jose Manuel Rodriguez Alvarez (World Bank)
- Determining the Criteria's of Forming Sub-Provinces In Turkey And Rearranging Sub-Provinces
  Mehmet Karakuyu (Fatih University), Ahmet Karaburun (Fatih University)
- Is there an Urban Policy at the Central Level in Spain? A European Comparative Approach
  Jose Manuel Rodriguez Alvarez (World Bank)
- Planning and Urban Governance in Sub-Saharan Africa: The Example of Akure, Ondo State of Nigeria
  Afolabi Aribigbola (Adekunle Ajasin University)
- National Policy and Community Cultural Democracy: Centralization and Decentralization of the Houses of Culture in Korea
  Sunghee Choi (University of Delaware)
- Facing the Challenges of the Urban Policy Scale: A Critical Analysis of Barcelona’s Urban and Metropolitan Strategies
  Antònia Casellas (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain), Montserrat Pallares (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain), Corrado Poli (University of Bergamo, Italy)

038 Industry, Clusters, and Incubators
Thursday, 3:15 PM–4:40 PM, Bayside B (4th Floor)
Moderator: Ward Thomas (California State University, Northridge)
- The Effects of Globalization and the Economic Recession on the Wood Furniture Industry in the United States and Southern California
  Ward Thomas (California State University, Northridge)
- Manufacturing and National Urban Policy: Clues from Chicago in the 1980s
  Pierre Clavel (Cornell University), Robert Giloth (Annie E. Casey Foundation)
- Contesting Urban Space: Urban Floriculture in Kampala, Uganda
  Olurominiyi Ibitayo (Texas Southern University), Ethel Nakyanzi (Texas Southern University)
- The Evolution of Clusters and Its Implications for the Revival of Old Industrial Cities
  Haifeng Qian (Cleveland State University)
- Place, Policy, or People: What Makes Business Incubation Work?
  David A. Lewis (University at Albany, SUNY)

039 Foreclosure: Impacts on Neighborhoods
Thursday, 3:15 PM–4:40 PM, Oak Alley (4th Floor)
Moderator: Daniel Immergluck (Georgia Institute of Technology)
- Nobody Home: Plywood, Property Values and the Morality of Occupancy in the Suburban Foreclosure Crisis
  Michael Benediktsson (Princeton University)
- Where Did My Neighbors Go? Revealing Geographies of Post-Foreclosure Families in the San Francisco Bay Area
  Anne Martin (University of California, Berkeley)
- An Exploration of How Conflicting Objectives and Mandates in the Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP1) Affected State and Local Programming
  Mary Wenning (Wright State University)
- Foreclosed Property Sales and Outcomes in a Large Urban County
  Daniel Immergluck (Georgia Institute of Technology)
040 Approaches to Disaster Planning and Emergency Management
Thursday, 3:15 PM–4:40 PM, Gallier B (4th Floor)
Moderator: Caroline Andrew (University of Ottawa)

- Urban Emergency Management with Geographic Information Systems: The New York City Fire Department
  Chung Chang (The Graduate Center City University of New York)

- Scenario of Anticipation: Reading the Present, Planning the Future
  Carolina Carrasco (Federico Santa María University of Technology), David Aviles (Federico Santa María University of Technology)

041 Why History Matters: Time and Temporality in Urban Political Analysis (Colloquy)
Thursday, 3:15 PM–4:40 PM, Gallier A (4th Floor)
Moderator: Joel Rast (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
  Steven Erie (University of California, San Diego)
  Richardson Dilworth (Drexel University)
  Douglas Rae (Yale University)
  Clarence Stone (George Washington University)

042 HOPE VI Program: Individual and Community Impact
Thursday, 3:15 PM–4:40 PM, Nottoway (4th Floor)
Moderator: June Martin (Texas A&M University)

- Racial Change and Poverty Deconcentration in HOPE VI Neighborhoods
  Edward G. Goetz (University of Minnesota)

- Coming Home: The Relocation Effects of Expedited HOPE VI Revitalization Processes
  Dawn Jourdan (University of Florida)

- Incubating HOPE: The Outcomes and Process of Economic Development Surrounding HOPE VI sites in Phoenix, AZ
  Joanna Lucio (Arizona State University), Wendy Wolfersteig (Arizona State University)

- Neighborhood Effects for HOPE VI Memphis: Who Are the Stakeholders and How Do They Benefit?
  Phyllis G. Betts (University of Memphis)

- Businesses Development and HOPE VI Redevelopment: Beaumont, Texas. A Case Study
  Cecilia Giusti (Texas A&M University), Edward Tarlton (Texas A&M University), Shannon S. Van Zandt (Texas A&M University), June Martin (Texas A&M University)
Concurrent Sessions—Thursday

043 Socio-Spatial Dynamics
Thursday, 3:15 PM–4:40 PM, Edgewood A/B (4th Floor)

Moderator: Mia White (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

- The Death and Life of Jian-Cheng Circle: A Negative Lesson to the Sustainability of Historic Landscape
  Chin-Wei Chang (National Taiwan University), Chu-Joe Hsia (National Taiwan University)

- Spatial Orders and Proximities in Organizational Analysis: The Case of Welfare Program Collaborations in a Low Income Housing Development
  Jamie Harris (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

- The Remodeling of the Historic Center of the City of Mexico and Its Implications
  Jose Ramirez Cruz (National Autonomous University of Mexico), Enrique Pérez Campuzano (Instituto Politécnico Nacional, Mexico)

- Historic Preservation, Cooperation, and Participation: Navigating Egos, Bureaucracy, and Conflict in Multi-Stakeholder Projects
  Ashima Krishna (Cornell University)

044 Housing Inequality and Social Vulnerability: Toward Housing Resilience (Colloquy)
Thursday, 3:15 PM–4:40 PM, Bayside C (4th Floor)

Moderator: Lisa Bates (Portland State University)

Lisa Bates (Portland State University)
Shannon Van Zandt (Texas A&M University)
Wesley Highfield (Texas A&M University-Galveston)
Yang Zhang (Virginia Tech University)
Walter Peacock (Texas A&M University)

045 Multiple Vancouvers: Building a Socially, Economically, and Environmentally Resilient Region for all People
Thursday, 3:15 PM–4:40 PM, Evergreen (4th Floor)

Moderator: Duncan Wlodarczak (Simon Fraser University)

- 2010 Cultural Olympiad Impact Study
  Duncan Low (Simon Fraser University)

- “Less cars, more community” Car-Free Vancouver Day: A Model for Community Action and Resistance in the 21st Century
  Andrew Baxter (Simon Fraser University)

- Resilient Clusters: Connecting Economic Development and Land-Use Planning Using the Example of High-Tech Firms
  Duncan Wlodarczak (Simon Fraser University)

- “You’re on your own”: State and Community Responses to Climate Change and Peak Oil in Vancouver
  Michael Soron (Simon Fraser University)
Concurrent Sessions—Thursday

046 Urban Politics and Power—Do Race, Ethnicity, and Class Make a Difference?
*Thursday, 3:15 PM–4:40 PM, Bayside A (4th Floor)*
Moderator: Michael Owens (Emory University)
- Ethnic and Racial Transition in Electoral Coalitions: The Latino Ascendency to Providence City Hall
  Marion Orr (Brown University), Hilary Silver (Brown University)
- The Election of Latinos in Yankee Cities
  Emily Farris (Brown University), Hilary Silver (Brown University)
- Scared White Voters? The Effects of Population Density and Race on Turnout
  Daniel Scheller (Western Kentucky University)
- You Scratch My Back if I Scratch Yours? District Elections and Distributive Politics
  Vladimir Kogan (University of California, San Diego), Craig Burnett (Appalachian State University)
- Power to Do and Power Not to Do: How Two Unelected White Men Run Richmond, Virginia
  Thad Williamson (University of Richmond), Lucas Hakkenberg (University of Richmond)

047 Coming Home: The Dry Storm Katrina swept away the levees; the government bulldozed their homes. In the aftermath, residents fight for their human right to housing. (Film Screening and Discussion)
*Thursday, 3:15 PM–4:40 PM, Southdown (4th Floor)*
Chantel Young (May Day New Orleans)
Endesha Juakali (May Day New Orleans)
Sam Jackson (May Day New Orleans)
Stephanie Mingo (May Day New Orleans)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4:45 PM–5:30 PM</th>
<th>Annual Business Meeting (open to all UAA members)</th>
<th>Nottoway (4th Floor)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM–6:30 PM</td>
<td>Activist Scholar Informal Gathering and Organizing Meeting</td>
<td>Southdown (4th Floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30 PM–9:30 PM</td>
<td>Reception (directions are in your conference bag)</td>
<td>Off-site event at Riverview Room</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BRT06  Teaching Homelessness Thoughtfully
*Friday, 7:00 AM–8:00 AM, Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)*
Leslie Martin (University of Mary Washington)

BRT07  Health and the Built Environment: Perspectives from Academia
*Friday, 7:00 AM–8:00 AM, Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)*
Fritz Wagner (University of Washington-Seattle)
Jane Brooks (University of New Orleans)
Elise Bright (Texas A&M University)
Roger Caves (San Diego State University)

BRT08  Jobs: Beyond the Tenure Track (Post Docs, Academic and Non-Academic Research, and More)
*Friday, 7:00 AM–8:00 AM, Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)*
Marion Orr (Brown University)
Alex Schafran (University of California, Berkeley)
Diane Levy (The Urban Institute)
Janice Fine (Rutgers University)
James DeFilippis (Rutgers University)
Kathryn Pettit (The Urban Institute)

BRT09  What Can Hurricane Katrina Survivors Teach Us About Disaster Planning?
*Friday, 7:00 AM–8:00 AM, Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)*
Lynette Wilkinson (Independent Author)

048 Politics in Urban Space
*Friday, 8:05 AM–9:30 AM, Gallier A (4th Floor)*
Moderator: Ronan Paddison (University of Glasgow)

- New City, New Politics? A Preliminary Study of the Political Effects of Gentrification and the Creative Class
  James Smith (Indiana University South Bend)

- Resistance: Impossible—Columbia University, Harlem, and the Fight Over Space
  Charlotte Recouqillon (French Institute of Geopolitics)

- From Civic Vision to Master Plan: The Subtle Erosion of Citizen Empowerment in the Redevelopment of Philadelphia’s Waterfront
  Steve McGovern (Haverford College)

- Ladies and Gentrification: The Politics of Sex Work Regulation in Amsterdam, 2002–2010
  Amee Barber (University of Alberta)

- Some Reflections on the Limitations to Participation in the Post-Political City
  Ronan Paddison (University of Glasgow)
Concurrent Sessions—Friday

049 International Place-Making
Friday, 8:05 AM–9:30 AM, Evergreen (4th Floor)
Moderator: Daniel Mason (University of Alberta)

- The Urban Project and Its Impact on Sense of Place: The Case of Griffintown (Montreal, Quebec)
  Sandra Breux (Université de Montréal), Mario Bédard (Université du Québec à Montréal), Catherine Gingras (Université du Québec à Montréal)

- Synecdochic Images and City Branding
  Daniel Mason (University of Alberta), Laura Misener (University of Windsor)

- Capital City Cultures: Reconstructing Urban Politics in Vienna and Berlin
  Monika De Frantz (University of New Orleans)

- Socialist Past; Uncertain Future: The Re-Shaping of Alexanderplatz, Berlin
  Douglas Young (York University)

- Selling Kigali: The Sustainability of Urbanization Strategies in Rwanda
  Sharon M. Meagher (University of Scranton)

050 Political Incorporation and Mobilization
Friday, 8:05 AM–9:30 AM, Edgewood A/B (4th Floor)
Moderator: Judith Garber (University of Alberta)

- Institutional Constraints on Substantive Urban Policy: Effects of Electoral Structure on Universalistic Economic Development Benefits
  Rebecca Lisi (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

- A Case Study on the Tempography of Urban Marginalization: A View From Below the City
  Daina Harvey (Rutgers University)

- Young Men of Color in Corporate Public Space: Unexpected Findings
  Molly Vollman Makris (Rutgers University, Newark), Cara Kronen (Rutgers University, Newark)

- Unequal Development. Economic Specialization and Social Inequalities in Six European Cities
  Roberta Cucca (Politecnico di Milano)

051 Neighborhood Revitalization Strategies
Friday, 8:05 AM–9:30 AM, Gallier B (4th Floor)
Moderator: John Accordino (Virginia Commonwealth University)

- Targeting Middle Neighborhoods for Community Development Investment: Examining the Congruence of Political, Institutional, and Technical Variables
  Dale E. Thomson (University of Michigan, Dearborn)

- Targeted Community-Based Revitalization in Small Cities: Dealing with Resource Deficiencies and Local-Government Capacity Problems
  John Accordino (Virginia Commonwealth University), Fabrizio Fasulo (Virginia Commonwealth University), Meghan Gough (Virginia Commonwealth University)

- What Will the Neighbors Say?: The Evolution of the Process of Securing Public Benefits and the Emergence of the Community Benefits Agreement Trend in Select Locales
  Ralph Rosado (University of Pennsylvania)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concurrent Sessions—Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>052 Immigrant Communities: Home, Work, Integration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Friday, 8:05 AM–9:30 AM, Nottoway (4th Floor)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderator: Janice Fine (Rutgers University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Immigration and the Dilemmas of Social Justice</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James DeFilippis (Rutgers University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Growing Our Own: The Role of Immigrant Organizations in Establishing Place, Civic Society, and Mediating Public Services in Cumberland County, NJ</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Thurlow Brenner (Rutgers University), Kirk A. Leach (Rutgers University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>The Contradictory Space of the Immigrant Nonprofit Organization: Negotiating Conflicting Social, Political, and Economic Values</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Martin (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• &quot;Good enough to Work? Good enough to Stay!&quot;: Organizing among Temporary Foreign Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Hanley (McGill University), Eric Shragge (Concordia University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Mapping New Jersey’s Immigrant Civic Infrastructure: The Rutgers Immigrant Mapping Project (RIIM) Methods, Experience, and Initial Findings</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janice Fine (Rutgers University), Stacy Mann (Rutgers University), Kathe Newman (Rutgers University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **053 Equity Issues in the Rebuilding of New Orleans** |
| *Friday, 8:05 AM–9:30 AM, Bayside C (4th Floor)* |
| Moderator: Douglas Perkins (Vanderbilt University) |
| • **A Failure of Definition: New Orleans, “Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing” and the Human Development Index** |
| Charmel Gaulden (Gulf Coast Fair Housing Center) |
| • **The Housing Question of New Orleans: Towards a Critical Geography of Disaster Reconstruction** |
| Christopher Herring (University of California, Berkeley) |
| • **Rebuilding New Orleans: Residents’ Views** |
| Douglas Perkins (Vanderbilt University), Brian Christens (University of Wisconsin), Paul Speer (Vanderbilt University) |
| • **Public Participation GIS and Neighborhood Recovery: Using Community Mapping for Economic Development** |
| Michelle Thompson (University of New Orleans) |

| **054 Understanding New Dimensions of Social and Political Capital** |
| *Friday, 8:05 AM–9:30 AM, Southdown (4th Floor)* |
| Moderator: Courtney Jensen (University of Nebraska-Omaha) |
| • **Policy Advocacy and Congressional Agenda-Setting after Hurricane Katrina by Traditionally Excluded Participants** |
| Tanya Corbin (University of Alaska Fairbanks) |
| • **Racial Inequality in a Post-Racial Society** |
| Courtney Jensen (University of Nebraska-Omaha) |
| • **Maintaining Internal Homogeneity by Avoiding the Local: A Case Study of Urban and Suburban Congregations** |
| Mark Mulder (Calvin College) |
| • **The Decline of Social Capital in Urban China** |
| Weijie Wang (University of Southern California) |
| • **Do all Opinions Count? The Effects of Public Opinion on Fiscal Policy in Nova Scotia, Canada** |
| Dominic Silvio (Dalhousie University) |
Concurrent Sessions—Friday

055 Engagement and Economics in Secondary and Post-Secondary Education
Friday, 8:05 AM–9:30 AM, Oakley (4th Floor)

Moderator: William Peterman (Chicago State University (emeritus))

- Getting the Most Out of Service Learning: Maximizing Student, University and Community Impact
  Mark Chupp (Case Western Reserve University)

- Community University Partnerships in Britain: What Gets Lost in Translation
  William Peterman (Chicago State University [emeritus])

- The Resiliency of State Support for Higher Education and Fiscal Conditions
  Min Kim (Southern University and A&M College)

- School Closures in the Milwaukee School Voucher Program: Evidence of an Education Marketplace?
  Michael Ford (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

056 Building Resilient Cities for Disasters
Friday, 8:05 AM–9:30 AM, Oak Alley (4th Floor)

Moderator: Thomas Colbert (University of Houston)

- City Strength in Times of Turbulence: Strategic Resilience Indicators
  Georges Tanguay (Université du Québec à Montréal), Julie-Maude Normandin (École nationale d'administration publique), Marie-Christine Therrien (École nationale d'administration publique)

- Rebuilding Towards Resilience: The Use of Economic Development Administration (EDA) Supplementary Disaster Funds
  Allison Heck (Virginia Tech University)

- Post-Katrina Vulnerability and Resilience: Insights from the New Orleans Urban Long-Term Research Area (ULTRA) Project
  Kevin Fox Gotham (Tulane University), John McLachlan (Tulane University)

- New Orleans Index at Five: From Recovery to Transformation of a Great American City
  Allison Plyer (Greater New Orleans Community Data Center)

- Hurricane Protection Strategies, Public Policy, and the Houston-Galveston Region
  Thomas Colbert (University of Houston)
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057 Governing Regions
Friday, 8:05 AM–9:30 AM, Bayside A (4th Floor)
Moderator: Rob Shields (University of Alberta)
• City-Region Governance and the Problem of Identity
  Rob Shields (University of Alberta)
• Regional Economic Development Networks: A Case Study in the Phoenix-Mesa Metropolitan Area
  Jing Wang (Arizona State University), Joanna Lucio (Arizona State University), Edgar Ramirez de la Cruz (CIDE (Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas))
• Competing Arenas and Bypasses: Institutions and Equitable Regional Transportation Planning
  Catherine Lowe (Cornell University)
• Building Economic Development Networks in Detroit: A Comparison of Methods of Social Network Analysis
  Sarah Ficenec (George Washington University)
• Municipal Annexation in North Carolina: A Review of Existing Conditions and Future Considerations
  Russell Smith (Winston-Salem State University)

058 Private and Public Capital
Friday, 8:05 AM–9:30 AM, Bayside B (4th Floor)
Moderator: Kristin Koptiuch (Arizona State University)
• A Neighborhood Built to Fail: How the “growth machine” Created Windy Ridge Neighborhood in Charlotte, NC
  Janni Sorensen (University of North Carolina at Charlotte), Jose Gamez (University of North Carolina at Charlotte), Elizabeth Shockey (University of North Carolina at Charlotte), Aleksandra Borisenko (University of North Carolina at Charlotte), Keihly Moore (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)
• A Tsunami Of Homes: Gentrification-By-Subdivision, Foreclosure Devastation, and Other Unnatural Disasters in South Phoenix
  Kristin Koptiuch (Arizona State University)
• The Long Road from Babylon to Brentwood: Crisis and Restructuring in the San Francisco Bay Area
  Alex Schafran (University of California, Berkeley)
• Local Government Aid and Economic Development: How the State Safety Net Affects Project Choice and Policy
  Daniel Bliss (University of Illinois at Chicago)
• Spending Patterns of Extra-Budgetary Revenues: Evidence from China
  Chengri Ding (University of Maryland, College Park), Yi Niu (University of Maryland)
059 Seeking Environmental Sustainability and Social Justice  
*Friday, 9:35 AM–11:00 AM, Evergreen (4th Floor)*
Moderator: Gail Heffner (Calvin College)
- Evaluating Justice and Sustainability in Brownfield Development Projects  
  Kate Kuholski Manchisi (University of Delaware)
- How Can Requisite Multi-Family Residential Recycling Be Successfully Implemented Within Baltimore, MD, via Policies, Regulations, and Recommendations?  
  Michael Schwebel (Temple University)
- Just Sustainability: The Role of Local Governments  
  Christy F. Camp (Samford University), Hugh Floyd (Samford University)

060 Now What? Community Organizing After ACORN (Colloquy)  
*Friday, 9:35 AM–11:00 AM, Bayside C (4th Floor)*
Moderators: Eric Shragge (Concordia University) and Louise Simmons (University of Connecticut)
- James DeFilippis (Rutgers University)
- Eric Shragge (Concordia University)
- Janice Fine (Rutgers University)
- Heidi Swarts (Rutgers University)
- Elaine Simon (University of Pennsylvania)
- Fred Brooks (Georgia State University)
- John Atlas (National Housing Institute/Shelterforce Magazine)

061 Capital and Community: A Critical Look at the Foreclosure Crisis from the Ground Up  
*Friday, 9:35 AM–11:00 AM, Nottoway (4th Floor)*
Moderator: Elvin Wyly (University of British Columbia)
- Crisis Tectonics: Shifting Spatialities of Housing-Based Inequality in New York City  
  Desiree Fields (Graduate Center at the City University of New York)
- “When we lost the house”: How the Experience of Home Foreclosure Affects Homeowners and Their Families  
  Jeff Crump (University of Minnesota), Rachel Fang (University of Minnesota)
- Modeling the Pattern of Foreclosures in Lucas County, Ohio  
  Xueying Chen (University of Toledo), Daniel J. Hammel (University of Toledo)
- Informal Economies and Communities  
  Kathe Newman (Rutgers University)
062 The Imaginary of Neighborhood Stabilization in the Wake of Crises  
Friday, 9:35 AM–11:00 AM, Oak Alley (4th Floor)  
Moderator: Susan Saegert (Vanderbilt University)  
- Stabilizing Neighborhoods with the NSP: Costs and Challenges  
  Andrew Greer (Vanderbilt University), Donald Anthony (Vanderbilt University), Susan Saegert (Vanderbilt University)  
- Rebuilding Urban Neighborhoods in Crisis: New Orleans and Kansas City  
  Jacob A. Wagner (University of Missouri-Kansas City)  
- Sustaining Homeownership: Community Land Trusts Outperform the Market on Delinquency and Foreclosure Rates  
  Emily Thaden (Vanderbilt University)  

063 Land Use, Sustainability, and Energy  
Friday, 9:35 AM–11:00 AM, Gallier B (4th Floor)  
Moderator: Lynn Bachelor (University of Toledo)  
- Toward Sustainability—Maryland’s New Smart Growth Visions: Promises and Challenges  
  Amal Ali (Salisbury University)  
- Planning for Sustainable Urban Futures: Using Scenario Analysis to Assess the Sustainability of Land-Use Options for Eastside, Birmingham, UK  
  Julie Brown (University of Birmingham, UK)  
- Renewable Energy as an Economic Renewal Strategy: A Case Study of Toledo, Ohio  
  Lynn Bachelor (University of Toledo)  

064 Neighborhoods and Opportunity  
Friday, 9:35 AM–11:00 AM, Oakley (4th Floor)  
Moderator: Elizabeth Mueller (University of Texas)  
- Neighborhood Effects on Educational Outcomes for Latino and Black Youth  
  George Galster (Wayne State University), Jackie Cutsinger (Wayne State University), Anna Santiago (Case Western Reserve University)  
- The Effects of Living in the Hood on Child and Adolescent Behavior  
  Marjorie Edguer (Case Western Reserve University), Anna Santiago (Case Western Reserve University), Jessica Lucero (Wayne State University), George Galster (Wayne State University)  
- Inclusionary Zoning, Racial Integration, and Access to Opportunity in Montgomery County, Maryland  
  Elizabeth Mueller (University of Texas), Kathryn Howell (University of Texas)  
- Social Housing in Czechia: Constructing a Vicious Cycle of Segregation?  
  Roman Matoušek (Charles University in Prague), Ludek Sýkora (Charles University)  
- Changes in the Welfare State and Local Housing Policy: The Case of Amsterdam as “Undivided City”  
  Jeroen van der Veer (Amsterdam Federation of Housing Associations), Dick Schuiling (University of Amsterdam), Margaret Wilder (Urban Affairs Association)
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065 Women in the City
Friday, 9:35 AM–11:00 AM, Gallier A (4th Floor)

Moderator: Lea Caragata (Wilfrid Laurier University)
- Contested Citizens: Women, Mothers, and Poverty in Canada
  Lea Caragata (Wilfrid Laurier University)
- Administrative Decisions That Shaped Gender Quota Legislation in Kenya
  Mercy Dena (University of Texas at Arlington)
  Andrea Mayo (Arizona State University)

066 Urban Health Issues and Public Policy
Friday, 9:35 AM–11:00 AM, Southdown (4th Floor)

Moderator: Robert Kulesher (East Carolina University)
- The Role of Health Impact Assessment in Promoting Environmental Justice
  Laura Solitare (Texas Southern University)
- Impact of Health Reform on Federally Qualified Community Health Centers: The Unintended Consequence of Increased Medicaid Enrollment
  Robert Kulesher (East Carolina University)
- Does Area Regeneration Improve Residents’ Health and Well-Being?
  Daryll Archibald (University of St Andrews, Scotland)
- Protecting Kids in a Difficult Time: Implementing a Reformed Property Maintenance Code to Protect Children from Lead Poisoning
  Annalie Campos (Wayne State University), Lyke Thompson (Wayne State University), Mark Sorbo (Wayne State University)
- Perception and Reality: Understanding the Differences Between Perceived and Observed Road Safety; A Montreal, Canada, Case Study
  Emily Sangster (McGill University), Jacob Larsen (McGill University), Ahmed El-Geneidy (McGill University), Lisa Bornstein (McGill University)

067 Innovation and Creative Industries
Friday, 9:35 AM–11:00 AM, Bayside B (4th Floor)

Moderator: Richard Kolenda (Georgia State University)
- Competing for Talent, Firms and Capital: City-Regional Competitiveness Strategies in Amsterdam and Dublin
  Marco A. Bontje (University of Amsterdam), Philip Lawton (University of Amsterdam)
- Creating an Innovative Economy Platform in a University Community
  Erik A. Bredfeldt (City of Gainesville, Florida)
- The Intrametropolitan Geography of Creative Industries
  Richard Kolenda (Georgia State University), Cathy Yang Liu (Georgia State University)
- Fostering Creativity and Knowledge in the Barcelona Metropolitan Region: What Role do Policies Play?
  Montserrat Pareja-Eastaway (University of Barcelona)
068 Citizens and Governance
*Friday, 9:35 AM–11:00 AM, Bayside A (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Winnie Frohn (University of Québec in Montréal)

- **Local Governments and Decision-Making in the Sustainable City: Can Planning and Zoning Boards Deliberate?**
  George Homsy (Cornell University)

- **Who Governs? The Composition of Local Economic Development Decision-Making Coalitions**
  Twyla Blackmond Larnell (Michigan State University)

- **Choices in Urban Planning: Territory, Values and Conflict from the Decision Makers’ Point of View in the Region of Québec City**
  Winnie Frohn (University of Québec in Montréal)

069 Planning for Urban Change
*Friday, 9:35 AM–11:00 AM, Estherwood (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Kristine Miranne (Southwest Detroit Development Collaborative)

- **Structuring Change: Developing a Strategic Framework for Revitalizing Detroit Neighborhoods**
  Kristine Miranne (Southwest Detroit Development Collaborative), Sam Butler (Community Legal Resources)

- **Resolving Institutional Conflicts in Urban Environmentalism: The Case of California’s New Land Use Laws**
  James Connolly (Columbia University)

- **Muddling Through: Insights into Planning, with Diversity, Revisited**
  Lisa Bornstein (McGill University)

070 Urban Marginality: Research on Urban Renewal and Gentrification in Four Cities
*Friday, 9:35 AM–11:00 AM, Edgewood A/B (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Carol Camp Yeakey (Washington University in St. Louis)

- **Urban Renewal or Urban Removal? The Intended and Unintended Consequences of Public Policy**
  Carol Camp Yeakey (Washington University in St. Louis)

- **Best of Times, Worst of Times: Urban Promise and Neglect in Pittsburgh, 1990–2010**
  Rodney K. Hopson (Duquesne University)

- **“From Hopelessness to Hope:” The Dreams, Promises and Challenges of Gentrification in Portsmouth, Virginia**
  Judith Brooks Buck (Virginia State University)
071 Green Infrastructure and Community Development
Friday, 11:05 AM–12:30 PM, Evergreen (4th Floor)

Moderator: Meghan Gough (Virginia Commonwealth University)

- **The Southside Community Garden Project: Connecting the Social and Ecological**
  Jason Slipp (Lehigh University), Matt Sanderson (Lehigh University)

- **Bridging the "Green Divide”? The Role of Public Gardens in Promoting Social Equity and a Sustainable Future**
  Meghan Gough (Virginia Commonwealth University), John Accordino (Virginia Commonwealth University)

- **Integration of Urban Agriculture with TOD in City Neighborhoods: Adding Value as a Critical, Low-Intensity Complimentor**
  Smitha Balasubrahmanya (Temple University)

- **Reclaiming Progressive-Era Cities with Wholesome Recreation: Municipal Park Systems and the National Playground and Recreation Association**
  Margaretha Warnicke (Arizona State University)

072 Migration Patterns and Governmental Responses
Friday, 11:05 AM–12:30 PM, Southdown (4th Floor)

Moderator: Miryam Hazan (University of Pennsylvania)

- **The Representation of Immigrants in Federal, State and Local Government Workforce**
  Cathy Yang Liu (Georgia State University), Gregory Lewis (Georgia State University)

- **International Migration on Medical Markets in Japan**
  Shigeharu Nomura (Osaka University, Japan), Masaki Takayama (Osaka University, Japan)

- **Migration from Central Urban Israel to its Northern Rural Periphery**
  Sara Arnon (Tel-Hai College), Shmuel Shamai (Tel-Hai College and Golan Research Institute)

- **Territoriality and Belonging: Differing Local Government Responses to Immigration**
  Justin Steil (Columbia University)

- **Incorporating in Their Adopted Cities: Mexican Immigrant Politics in America**
  Miryam Hazan (University of Pennsylvania)
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**073 Place-Based Leadership and Public Service Innovation**  
*Friday, 11:05 AM–12:30 PM, Gallier A (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Philippe Koch (Centre for Democracy Studies Aarau, Zürich University)

- Participatory Budgeting at the State Level in Mexico: The Case of the State of Michoacan  
  Arturo Flores (National Autonomous University of Mexico)

- Innovative or Inclusive—or Both? Participatory Process for Urban Development in Basel, Switzerland  
  Philippe Koch (University of Zurich)

- Climate Partnerships, Social Housing and Place-Based Collaboration in the City of Odense  
  Lars A. Engberg (Aalborg University)

- The Role of Public Neighbourhood Centres in Local Social Capital Formation  
  Jacob Norvig Larsen (Aalborg University)

- Enabling Collaborative Innovation in Local Government: Learning from Area-Based Programmes  
  Jesper Rohr Hansen (Aalborg University)

**074 Gentrification**  
*Friday, 11:05 AM–12:30 PM, Bayside C (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Suzanne Charles (Harvard University)

- Exploring Resident Experiences of Displacement in a Neighborhood Undergoing Gentrification and Mega-Project Development: A Montréal Case Study  
  Amy Twigge-Molecey (INRS-Urbanisation, Culture et Société)

- Exploring the Contours of Suburban Gentrification  
  Suzanne Charles (Harvard University)

- Housing the Middle Class: A Global Dilemma  
  Amy Armstrong (London School of Economics), Ingrid Gould Ellen (New York University)

- Understanding Gentrification: The Role and Abilities of Community-Based Organizations in Changing Neighborhoods  
  Myung-Ji Bang (University of Texas at Arlington)

**075 Arts and Economic Development**  
*Friday, 11:05 AM–12:30 PM, Oakley (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Meg Merrick (Portland State University)

- Culture Inc. and the Urban Growth Coalition: Montreal's Quartier des Spectacles  
  Yuseph Katiya (Concordia University)

- Making Money out of Rubble: Deindustrialization and the Political Economy of the Frontier Mythology in Braddock, PA  
  Brett Story (University of Toronto)

- Building Communities by Providing Fertile Ground for Informal Arts and Culture  
  Meg Merrick (Portland State University)

- Participating in Culture as a Vehicle of Integration? Immigrants and Brussels’ Zinneke Parade  
  Joseph Costanzo (Université de Liège (BE) / University of Maryland [US])
076 Local Communities in Emergency Management  
_Friday, 11:05 AM–12:30 PM, Gallier B (4th Floor)_

Moderator: Yvette Williams (University of Maryland)

- **Access to Basic Needs: A Random Survey of Port-au-Prince Households Before and After the January 2010 Earthquake**
  Athena Kolbe (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor), Harry Shannon (McMaster University), Royce A. Hutson (Wayne State University), Eileen Trzcinski (Wayne State University), Leah James (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor), Marie Puccio (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor), Naomi Levitz (Wayne State University), Bart Miles (Wayne State University), Roger Noel (MABO Childrens Home)

- **The Return of the City-State: New York City and the H1N1 Pandemic**
  Lily Hoffman (CCNY/CUNY), Michael W. Grant (CCNY/CUNY)

- **Natural Disaster, Places and Local Communities The Earthquake of L’Aquila: Is It Possible to Rebuild the City Without the Residents?**
  Silvia Mugnano (Università degli Studi di Milano Bicocca- Italy), Francesco Memo (Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca)

- **Put Your Money Where Your Mouth Is: Is Intensive Investment Enough in the Wake of Disaster?**
  Davia Downey (Michigan State University)

077 The Right to the City  
_Friday, 11:05 AM–12:30 PM, Estherwood (4th Floor)_

Moderator: Kristen Day (Polytechnic Institute of New York University)

- **Human Rights and the Right to the City in the Context of Local Anti-Immigrant Policies**
  Kristen Day (Polytechnic Institute of New York University), Michael Powe (University of Washington), Guadalupe Vidales (University of Wisconsin-Parkside)

- **L’homme dans la cité: Expo 67 and the Spatialization of Québec Identity**
  Zakcq Lockrem (Harvard University)

- **Music, Identity and Contested Spaces: Geographies of the Re-Politicization of Youth Subcultures in the Southern European Cities (Lisbon and Barcelona)**
  Jordi Nofre (New University of Lisbon)
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078 Community Development—Innovative Strategies

Friday, 11:05 AM–12:30 PM, Bayside B (4th Floor)

Moderator: Ross Gittell (University of New Hampshire)

- **Collaborative Housing—A New Culture in the Cities? A Study of a Way of Living Beyond the Family**
  Eva Sandstedt (Uppsala University: Institute of Housing and Urban Research)

- **Top-Down or Grassroots? Examining the Political Context of CDC’s**
  Joanne Carman (University of North Carolina at Charlotte), Suzanne Leland (University of North Carolina at Charlotte), Melissa Duscha (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)

- **De-Coupling Community Development Organizations from Funder Demands During Tough Times**
  Brent Never (University of Missouri-Kansas City), Scott Helm (University of Missouri-Kansas City)

- **Community-Based Organizations and Markets: Identifying CBO Market Strategies That Benefit Local Residents**
  Ross Gittell (University of New Hampshire), Phil Thompson (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

079 Author Meets Critics: David Imbroscio’s *Urban America Reconsidered* (Colloquy)

Friday, 11:05 AM–12:30 PM, Bayside A (4th Floor)

Moderator: Ronald Vogel (University of Louisville)

- Judith Garber (University of Alberta)
- Todd Swanstrom (Saint Louis University)
- Robert Beauregard (Columbia University)
- Susan Saegert (Vanderbilt University)
- David Imbroscio (University of Louisville)

080 Impacts of Affordable Housing on Neighborhoods

Friday, 11:05 AM–12:30 PM, Oak Alley (4th Floor)

Moderator: Rachel Kleit (University of Washington)

- **Local Economic Development Through Housing Revitalization in the Cape Breton Regional Municipality**
  Andrew Molloy (Cape Breton University)

- **A Motive to Mobilize? Neighborhood Organizations and Their Response to Affordable Housing**
  Anaid Yerena (University of California, Irvine), Daniel Scheller (Western Kentucky University)

- **The Impact of Affordable Housing on Taxable Property Valuation in a Poor City**
  Gwendolyn Harris (Walter Rand Institute Rutgers University Camden)

- **Spillover of Rental Housing? The Differentiated Externalities of Public Housing, Assisted Rental Housing, and Unassisted Rental Housing on Neighborhood**
  Hyungchul Chung (University of Florida), Andres Blanco (University of Florida), Jeongseob Kim (University of Florida)

- **Making Sense of Relocation: How Engagement with the Relocation Process and Community Attachment Shape Residents’ Feelings About Their Neighborhoods**
  Jane Cover (University of Washington), Lynne Manzo (University of Washington), Rachel Garshick Kleit (University of Washington)
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081 Representations and Inclusion: Thinking About Diversity in Multiple Ways and Places
Friday, 11:05 AM–12:30 PM, Edgewood A/B (4th Floor)
Moderator: Elizabeth Sweet (Temple University)
- Covering Chaos: Representations of Haiti and Mexico During Times of Crisis
  Elizabeth L. Sweet (Temple University), Sendy E. Guerrier (Temple University)
  Yolanda Richards (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
- Intra-EU Labor Mobility: The Current State of Research and the Neglect of the Urban Scale
  Liv Raddatz (Temple University)
- Both Sides of the Story: Exploring University Relations with Local African-American Communities
  Melissa Pognon (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

082 Housing Mobility in Urban Contexts
Friday, 11:05 AM–12:30 PM, Nottoway (4th Floor)
Moderator: Andrew Greenlee (University of Illinois at Chicago)
- Rental Housing and the Geography of Opportunity
  Alex Schwartz (New School)
- Why Displaced Residents Move to Disadvantaged Neighbourhoods
  Hanneke Posthumus (Utrecht University), Gideon Bolt (Utrecht University), Ronald van Kempen (Utrecht University)
- A Relational Analysis of Mobility in Illinois’ Housing Choice Voucher Program
  Andrew Greenlee (University of Illinois at Chicago)
- The Suburbanization of Housing Choice Voucher Recipients
  Michael Stoll (University of California, Los Angeles), Kenya Covington (California State University, Northridge), Lance Freeman (Columbia University)
- Understanding Residential Mobility of Low-income Families and the Influence of Housing Assistance: Evidence from HOPE VI Revitalization
  Ashley Brown Burns (Duke University)

12:30 PM–2:00 PM | Awards and Recognition Lunch | Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)
2:05 PM–3:30 PM | Concurrent Sessions | 4th-Floor Meeting Rooms
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083 Risk, Reward, and Real Estate: Doing Development in an Uncertain World  
Friday, 2:05 PM–3:30 PM, Gallier B (4th Floor)

Moderators: Shelley Kimelberg (Northeastern University) and Liza Weinstein (Northeastern University)

- Crisis Cities: Disaster, Risk, and Redevelopment in New York and New Orleans  
  Kevin Fox Gotham (Tulane University), Miriam Greenberg (University of California, Santa Cruz)

- Structuring Risk in the Private Market: The Case of Foreclosure Sales  
  Hannah Thomas (Brandeis University)

- Between Speculation and Regulation: Managing Risks in Real Estate Development in China  
  Xuefei Ren (Michigan State University)

- Double Exposure: Examining the Consequences of Leveraged Lending for CDFIs  
  Lynne Moulton (The College at Brockport, SUNY), Eric Kaldor (The College at Brockport, SUNY)

084 Public Housing Transformation and the Right to the City  
Friday, 2:05 PM–3:30 PM, Nottoway (4th Floor)

Moderator: Edward Goetz (University of Minnesota)

- Displacing Hope: Hope VI and the Destruction of Housing for Poor Families  
  Andrew A. Beveridge (Queens College and Graduate Center, CUNY)

- Imagined Communities, Contested Realities: How Residents Understand and Negotiate Space in Mixed-Income Developments  
  Laura Tach (University of Pennsylvania)

- Lessons from a Mt. Laurel Subdivision: The Potential and Pitfalls of a Suburban Housing Mobility Program in New Jersey  
  Len Albright (University of Chicago)

- Displacement, Relocation, and the Rights of Public Housing Residents  
  Joanna Lucio (Arizona State University), Wendy Wolfersteig (Arizona State University)

085 Urban Theory: Exploring Social Political Thought in Contemporary Urban Politics (Foucault, Derrida, Lefebvre, Among Others)  
Friday, 2:05 PM–3:30 PM, Gallier A (4th Floor)

Moderator: Jonathan Davies (University of Warwick)

- Phenomenological City  
  Raul Lejano (University of California, Irvine)

- Urban Space and the Moral Salience of Everyday Life  
  Loren King (Wilfrid Laurier University)

- Recording and Governance: Exploring the Connections Between Archiving and Biopolitics  
  Julia Nevárez (Kean University)
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086 Brownfields and Industrial Restructuring
Friday, 2:05 PM–3:30 PM, Evergreen (4th Floor)

Moderator: Jennifer Hall (University of Manchester)

- If You Clean It, Will They Come to Michigan? Predicting Brownfield Redevelopment Success in an Economically Depressed State
  Robert A. Jones (Eastern Michigan University)

- Exploring the Potential for Integrating Community Benefits Agreements into Brownfield Redevelopment Projects
  Courtney Knapp (Cornell University)

- Developing Techniques to Measure the Social Outcomes of Residential Brownfield Regeneration—Key Findings, Observations, and Analysis
  Jennifer Hall (University of Manchester)

087 Space, Place, and Preservation
Friday, 2:05 PM–3:30 PM, Estherwood (4th Floor)

Moderator: Sara Martucci (CUNY Graduate Center)

- Conservation Easements’ Effects on Urban Growth
  Caitlin Dyckman (Clemson University), Mickey Lauria (Clemson University), Ryan Perkl (University of Arizona)

- Williamsburg Walks: Community Planning and Inequality in a Gentrified Neighborhood
  Sara Martucci (CUNY Graduate Center)

- "That Places Goes Along with What We Do:" Architecture and the Perpetuation of Creative Practices and Traditions in Post-Katrina New Orleans
  Bethany Rogers (Louisiana State University)

- Urban Tourism Development and Cultural Conflict: The Case of Street Naming in the Old City of Acre
  Noam Shoval (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

088 Perspectives on Urban Governance—Part 2
Friday, 2:05 PM–3:30 PM, Bayside A (4th Floor)

Moderator: Carolyn Adams (Temple University)

- How the Suburbs are Reshaping the City: A Philadelphia Case Study
  Carolyn Adams (Temple University)

- Urban Governance: Are U.S. Cities Losing Power?
  Ann Bowman (Texas A&M University), Richard Kearney (North Carolina State University)

- State Government Efforts at Local Collaboration in Ohio: A Tale of How the Old Regionalism Ate the Lunch of New Regionalism
  Myron A. Levine (Wright State University)

- America’s Leading International Trade Centers and Their Entrepreneurial Public Agencies: Historical Challenges and Strategies in the NY and L.A. Regions
  Jameson Doig (Dartmouth College), Steven Erie (University of California, San Diego), Scott Mackenzie (University of California, Davis)
089 Local Crime Prevention: Strategies for Safe Spaces  
*Friday, 2:05 PM–3:30 PM, Southdown (4th Floor)*  
Moderator: Jack Dustin (Wright State University)  
- **Local Sensemaking of Policy Paradoxes—Implementing Local Crime Prevention in Sweden**  
  Monika Persson (Örebro University)  
- **Community Development and Gun Violence Reduction**  
  Jack Dustin (Wright State University)  
- **Restorative Justice in the Age of Color Blindness: Structural Violence and the Politics of Denial**  
  Ragnhild Utheim (CUNY Graduate Center New York)  
- **Social Control of Urban Youth: Supervision, Social Investment, and Delinquency Rates**  
  Tamara Leech (Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis)

090 Urban Employment: Economics and Equity  
*Friday, 2:05 PM–3:30 PM, Edgewood A/B (4th Floor)*  
Moderator: Marcia Bok (University of Connecticut)  
- **Predictability, Flexibility, Stability: Economic Restructuring and Low-Wage “Women's” Work**  
  Marcia Bok (University of Connecticut)  
- **Contemporary Issues in Accessible Public Transportation and Unemployment in Selected Deep South Urbanized Areas: An Application of the Spatial Mismatch**  
  Catherine Estis (University of Louisiana)  
- **The Happiest Sweatshop on Earth: Changing Labor Patterns in the Disney City**  
  Stacy Warren (Eastern Washington University)

091 Building More Resilient Communities. What Does That Mean? Part 1  
*Friday, 2:05 PM–3:30 PM, Bayside C (4th Floor)*  
Moderator: Hélène Bélanger (Université du Québec à Montréal)  
- **What if the Phoenix was Wounded?**  
  Taïka Baillargeon (Université du Québec à Montréal)  
- **The Landscape of Memory in Post-War Reconstructions: Its Role in Urban Resilience**  
  Yona Jébrak (University of Québec in Montréal)  
- **Machining a More Resilient Montreal: Manufacturing and the Economic Resurgence of the City**  
  Alex Carruthers (McGill University), Stephen Charters (McGill University), Jill Merriman (McGill University), Lisa Bornstein (McGill University)
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**092 Community Development and Capacity Building**
*Friday, 2:05 PM–3:30 PM, Oakley (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Bethany Welch (Providence Center)

- **Participatory Action Research and Advocacy Planning: An Approach to “Reclaim” City from New Urbanism Practice?**
  Erualdo Gonzalez (California State University, Fullerton), Carolina Sarmiento (University of California, Irvine), Ana Urzua (Orange County Communities Organized for Responsible Development)

- **Struggle and Transformation in Urban Rebuilding: Ten years of the Wheeler Arts Community**
  Timothy Maher (University of Indianapolis), Jillian Schleicher (University of Indianapolis), Amanda Belcher (University of Indianapolis)

- **Do CDC’s Foster Citizen Participation?: The Community Stakeholder Perspective**
  Tia Gaynor (Rutgers University)

**093 Race, Ethnicity, and Neighborhood Change**
*Friday, 2:05 PM–3:30 PM, Oak Alley (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Scott Cummings (Saint Louis University)

- **Race, Ethnicity, and Homeownership**
  Scott Cummings (Saint Louis University)

  Jake Wegmann (University of California, Berkeley), Alex Schafran (University of California, Berkeley)

- **Community Inclusion and Conflict: Multiracial Gentrification in Washington, DC**
  Derek Hyra (Virginia Tech University)

- **Amigos y Barrios: Spatial Assimilation and Anglo-Latino Friendship in Houston**
  Marcus Britton (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

- **Social Diversity and Cohabitation in Gentrified Neighborhoods: The Experience of Children**
  Sonia Lehman-Frisch (University of Cergy, France), Jean-Yves Authier (University of Lyon 2), Frederic Dufaux (University of Cergy, France)
094 Environmental and Economic Development Issues
Friday, 2:05 PM–3:30 PM, Bayside B (4th Floor)
Moderator: Andrew Glassberg (University of Missouri-St. Louis)

- Exploring the Role of Participatory Democracy in Local Economic Development Decisions: The Brownfields Institute, Louisville, Kentucky
  Allison Turner (West Chester University)

- Envisioning Vacant Land as a Green Asset
  Megan Heckert (Temple University)

- The Interaction of Environmental and Economic Development Issues With Military Bases
  Andrew Glassberg (University of Missouri-St. Louis), Harry Kelso (Baseclosures.com)

- Economic and Environmental Concerns in Participatory Brownfield Redevelopment
  Jill Eshelman (Northeastern University)

- A Study of the Difference in Housing Prices that are Affected by Various Types of Green Area Amenity Factors (The City of Lincoln, Nebraska)
  Jeehoon Kim (University of Nebraska at Lincoln), Yunwoo Nam (University of Nebraska at Lincoln)

PS01 Poster Session
Friday, 3:30 PM–4:00 PM, 4th Floor Foyer

- County Administrators and Public Sector Union Relationships in Michigan
  Brian Cherry (Northern Michigan University), Douglas Ihrke (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee), Nathan Grasse (Georgia Southern University)

- Establishing Areas of Importance for Safe Routes to School Implementation in Prince George’s County, Maryland
  Pam Eichenbaum (University of Maryland, College Park), Gregory Vernon (University of Maryland, College Park)

- Policy Devolution, Civic Networks, and Urban Governance: The Case of Affordable Housing in Los Angeles
  David A. Gastwirth (University of Southern California), Christopher Weare (University of Southern California)

- The Possibility for Spatially Clustered Developments of LGBT Neighborhoods in Poznan, Poland
  Weronika Kusek (Kent State University)

- McKinney: How and Why an Affluent Suburb Integrates Socioeconomically
  Daniel Ledbetter (University of Texas at Dallas)

- Public Policy Preferences of Local Government Planners: Findings from a National Survey
  Suzanne Leland (University of North Carolina at Charlotte), Dustin Read (University of North Carolina at Charlotte), Emil Milizia (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Concurrent Sessions—Friday

- **Historical Dry Cleaners in New Orleans: A Data Collection Model for Locating Small-Parcel Brownfields Based on Industry**
  Aram Lief (University of New Orleans), Dale Thayer (University of New Orleans)

- **Promoting Redevelopment of Brownfield Sites using a GIS Information Delivery System**
  Peter Lindquist (University of Toledo), Sarah Schafer (University of Toledo)

- **Embodiment, Pleasure, and Utility Cycling: An Examination of Motivations for Traveling by Bike in Charleston, South Carolina**
  Deborah McCarthy (College of Charleston)

- **Public Participation in Planning Practices: A Case of Phoenix from 1980 to 2010**
  Somin Shin (Arizona State University)

- **Children’s Engagement in Governance: An International Analysis of Child-Friendly Cities**
  Jennifer Tang (City University of New York)

- **Political Implications of Emergency Management**
  Talya Thomas (Texas Southern University)

- **Speaking the Language of Organizational Growth**
  Catherine Vu (University of California, Berkeley), Amanda Lehning (University of Michigan), Maria Hernandez (University of California, Berkeley)

---

**095 Housing Tenure and Type for Low to Moderate Income Households**

*Friday, 4:00 PM–5:25 PM, Edgewood A/B (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Edith Barrett (University of Texas at Arlington)

- **Castle or Dungeon? Type of Residence and the Well-Being of Low-Income Families**
  Edith Barrett (University of Texas at Arlington)

- **Role of Life and Housing in the Mississippi Delta**
  LuFunya Robinson (Jackson State University), Valerie Purry (Jackson State University)

- **Affordability and Location Decisions of LMI Homebuyers**
  Roy Heidelberg (Ohio State University), Stephanie Moulton (Ohio State University)

- **Moving on Up: The Returns of Low-Income Homeownership on Residential Mobility and Neighborhood Quality of Life**
  Anna Santiago (Case Western Reserve University), Amy Roberts (Case Western Reserve University), George Galster (Wayne State University), Ana Sanroman (Wayne State University), Jung-Eun Kim (Case Western Reserve University)
096 Governance Challenges
_Friday, 4:00 PM–5:25 PM, Bayside A (4th Floor)_

Moderator: Brian Adams (San Diego State University)

- Institutional Frameworks for Urban Policy Transfer: Decentralization, Fast Policy, and United Cities and Local Governments (Asia Pacific)
  Michael Glass (University of Pittsburgh)

- What is a “Local Issue”? Defining a Sphere of Local Influence in an Interdependent World
  Brian Adams (San Diego State University)

- Post Disaster Regional Governance and Urban Resilience: International Perspective from Two Major Cities in Indonesia
  Doddy A. Iskandar (University of Louisville)

- The Foreclosures Crisis in the Northern San Joaquin Valley, CA
  Hugo Lefebvre (Institut Français de Géopolitique), Frédérick Douzet (University of Paris 8)

- Hollowing-Out Neighbourhood Governance? Re-Scaling Revitalization in Baltimore and Bristol
  Jonathan Davies (University of Warwick)

097 Community Gardens and the Sustainable City—Part 2
_Friday, 4:00 PM–5:25 PM, Evergreen (4th Floor)_

Moderator: Thomas Vicino (Northeastern University)

- Analyzing the Effect of Food Sources on Property Values in Baltimore County, Maryland
  Katrin Anacker (George Mason University), Caitlin Kovalkoski (George Mason University)

- From Sustainability to Sustaining: Community Gardens as Environmentally (In)Just Processes
  Sig Langegger (University of Colorado at Denver)

- Food Insecurity and Spatial Inequality in Lower-Income Urban Neighborhoods: Analyzing the Role of Community Gardens
  Mahbubur R. Meenar (Temple University)

- More Than a Placeholder—Establishing Community Gardens as Integral Part of the Urban Landscape
  Doris Gstach (Clemson University)
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098 Re-Bordering Urban Inequalities, Re-Thinking Urban Coexistence: A New Droit à la Ville?
Friday, 4:00 PM–5:25 PM, Southdown (4th Floor)
Moderator: Jordi Nofre (New University of Lisbon)
• Rebuilding Post-War Sarajevo: International Strategies on Urban Reconstruction and Ethnic Homogenization
  Jordi Martín (University of Barcelona), Jordi Nofre (New University of Lisbon)
• Crafting Agreements: Shaping Spaces for Coping with Uncertainty? The Case of Partial Plans of Downtown Renewal in Colombia
  Catalina Ortiz (University of Illinois at Chicago)
• Between Segregation and Inclusion: Experiences from Lisbon
  João Martins (New University of Lisbon), Pedro Almeida (New University of Lisbon), Inês Vieira (New University of Lisbon)

099 Post-Disaster Recovery Planning
Friday, 4:00 PM–5:25 PM, Gallier B (4th Floor)
Moderator: Judith Martin (University of Minnesota)
• Tears From the Democratic Republic of Congo
  Wakeelah Gilmore (University of North Carolina at Pembroke), Judi Haberkorn (Ohio University)
• Visions of Haiti: Using Firsthand Accounts to Explore the Issues Facing the Haitian People since the Earthquake of 2010
  Sandy Lizaire-Duff (Rutgers, Newark The State University of New Jersey)
• What Happens after a Bridge Falls Down?
  Judith A. Martin (University of Minnesota)
• Reclaiming Concepción: In the Aftermath of an 8.8 Earthquake
  Emilio Armstrong Soto (Universidad del Desarrollo)

100 Emergency Management and Vulnerable Populations
Friday, 4:00 PM–5:25 PM, Oakley (4th Floor)
Moderator: John Renne (University of New Orleans)
• Flood Affected Poor People in Bangladesh
  Md Bodyuzzaman (Md Bodyuzzaman)
• Emergency Preparedness for Vulnerable Populations: Findings from a Resident Survey in Savannah, GA
  Deden Rukmana (Savannah State University), Emily Bentley (Savannah State University), Terri Clay (Savannah State University)
• Evacuation and Social Exclusion
  John Renne (University of New Orleans)
• Effects of Social Support and Social Capital on Disaster Evacuation Preparedness among Persons with a Disability
  Michael Zakour (West Virginia University)
101 The Future in and of HOPE VI Developments
Friday, 4:00 PM–5:25 PM, Nottoway (4th Floor)
Moderator: Jim Fraser (Vanderbilt University)

- The Uncharted, Uncertain Future of HOPE VI Redevelopments
  Diane K. Levy (The Urban Institute), Martin D. Abravanel (The Urban Institute),
  Margaret McFarland (University of Maryland, College Park)

- The Role of Supportive Services at Reoccupied HOPE VI Sites
  Laura E. Harris (University of Memphis), Jim Fraser (Vanderbilt University)

- Participation, Deliberation, and Decision-Making: The Dynamics of Inclusion and
  Exclusion in Mixed-Income Public Housing Communities
  Robert Chaskin (University of Chicago), Amy Khare (University of Chicago), Mark
  Joseph (Case Western Reserve University)

- Defining “Social” in Socially-Mixed Communities: An Analysis of Individual Processes
  and Neighborhood Mechanisms That Shape Neighbor Interaction
  Kelly Owens (University of New Orleans)

- Generational Differences in Experiences of Public Housing Residents: Effects of
  Culture, Immigration Status, and Length of Residency in a HOPE VI Development
  JoDee Keller (Pacific Lutheran University)

102 Detroit: The Challenge of Prolonged, Structural, Economic Decline
Friday, 4:00 PM–5:25 PM, Gallier A (4th Floor)
Moderator: Robin Boyle (Wayne State University)

- Small-Scale Urban Developers and Landlords as Agents of Neighborhood Stabilization
  Avis Vidal (Wayne State University), Rayman Mohamed (Wayne State University)

- The Dialectical Structures of Political Fragmentation, Social Stratification, and
  Economic Decline: The Tragedy of Post War Detroit
  Richard C. Sauerkopf (Michigan State University)

- Degrees of Emptiness—Measuring Abandonment in Detroit, Michigan
  Robin Boyle (Wayne State University)

103 Public Housing Transformation, Housing Choice Vouchers, and Crime in
Urban Neighborhoods
Friday, 4:00 PM–5:25 PM, Oak Alley (4th Floor)
Moderator: Susan Popkin (The Urban Institute)

- Assessing the Impact of the CHA’s Plan for Transformation on Crime in Chicago
  Susan J. Popkin (The Urban Institute), George Galster (Wayne State University),
  Christopher Hayes (The Urban Institute), Leah Hendey (The Urban Institute), Wesley
  Skogan (Northwestern University)

- Atlanta Murder Mystery? Assessing the Effects of Public Housing Transformation on
  Neighborhood Crime
  Michael J. Rich (Emory University), Elizabeth Griffiths (Emory University), Moshe
  Haspel (Emory University), Michael Leo Owens (Emory University), Lance Waller
  (Emory University)

- Moving to Safety? The Neighborhood Crime Exposure of Section 8 Voucher
  Households
  Michael Lens (New York University), Ingrid Gould Ellen (New York University),
  Katherine O’Regan (New York University)
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104 Sustainable Low-Income Homeownership with Shared Equity Models (Colloquy)
Friday, 4:00 PM–5:25 PM, Bayside C (4th Floor)
Moderator: Joseph Gray (Crescent City CLT)
  Brett Theodos (The Urban Institute)
  Myrna Melgar (City of San Francisco)
  Tricia Jones (Lower 9th Ward NENA)
  Joseph Gray (Crescent City CLT)

105 Urban Research That Makes a Difference (Colloquy)
Friday, 4:00 PM–5:25 PM, Bayside B (4th Floor)
Moderator: Margaret Wilder (Urban Affairs Association)
  Jeff Crump (University of Minnesota)
  Ross Gittell (University of New Hampshire)
  Jill Simone Gross (Hunter College of the City University of New York)
  Elizabeth Strom (University of South Florida)
  Phil Thompson (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
  Mark Rosentraub (University of Michigan)

106 Transportation, Land Use, and Accessibility
Friday, 4:00 PM–5:25 PM, Estherwood (4th Floor)
Moderator: James Vaughan (Texas State University-San Marcos)
  • Growth Forces in the I-35 Corridor
    James Vaughan (Texas State University-San Marcos)
  • Streets Paved With Gold: Urban Highway Building and the Global City
    Matt Hern (Simon Fraser University), Anthony Perl (Simon Fraser University)
  • Evaluating Accessibility in Aging Suburbs: The Case of Four Neighborhoods in
    Montreal’s Metropolitan Region
    Paula Negron (Université de Montréal), Philippe Apparicio (Institut National de la
    Recherche Scientifique), Anne-Marie Seguin (Institut National de la Recherche
    Scientifique)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5:30 PM–6:30 PM</th>
<th>Activist Scholar Plenary Session (see page 7 for details)</th>
<th>Grand Ballroom A &amp; B (5th Floor)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:45 PM–7:45 PM</td>
<td>Happy Hour and Conversation</td>
<td>Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Concurrent Sessions—Saturday

### BRT10  Graduate Urban Research Network

**Saturday, 8:00 AM–9:00 AM, Armstrong Ballroom (8th Floor)**
Desiree Fields (Graduate Center, City University of New York)

### 107 The Impact of Foreclosures on Children and Schools in Three Cities

**Saturday, 9:00 AM–10:25 AM, Bayside A (4th Floor)**

- **On the Move Again: What Happens to Public School Students Affected by Foreclosure in the District of Columbia?**
  Jennifer Comey (The Urban Institute), Michel Grosz (The Urban Institute)
- **Where Do They Go? The Effects of Foreclosure on Children’s Mobility and School Performance in Baltimore**
  Matthew Kachura (University of Baltimore)
- **The Costs of the Foreclosure Crisis for Children: What Education and Housing Policy Makers Can Do to Minimize the Harm**
  Kathryn Pettit (The Urban Institute), Jennifer Comey (The Urban Institute), Michel Grosz (The Urban Institute)

### 108 Building More Resilient Communities. What Does That Mean? Part 2

**Saturday, 9:00 AM–10:25 AM, Gallier B (4th Floor)**

- **Culture: A Key Factor of Urban Resilience?**
  Hélène Bélanger (Université du Québec à Montréal)
- **Dealing with Residential Turnover and Transition: The Case of Montreal’s Cité-Jardin-du-Tricentenaire**
  Sylvie Paré (Université du Québec à Montréal)
- **The Relationship Between Vulnerability, Resilience, and Memory in New Orleans, Five Years After Katrina**
  Nada Toueir (University of Montreal)

### 109 Concepts and Theories of Neighborhood Change

**Saturday, 9:00 AM–10:25 AM, Oak Alley (4th Floor)**

- **Rethinking Local and Community Economic Development**
  Roland Anglin (Rutgers University)
- **The Old Neighborhood? What has changed? What hasn’t?**
  John Betancur (University of Illinois at Chicago), Janet Smith (University of Illinois at Chicago)
- **Do Neighborhood Housing Market Typologies Matter? Developing a Neighborhood Housing Market Typology for Baltimore, MD, to Evaluate Neighborhood Change**
  Lynette Boswell (University of Maryland)
- **Challenges of Business Development in a Wilmington, DE Neighborhood**
  Karen A. Curtis (University of Delaware)
**Concurrent Sessions—Saturday**

**110 Is There Anything New Under the Sun? Examining “Innovation”**

*Saturday, 9:00 AM–10:25 AM, Gallier A (4th Floor)*

**Moderator:** Ann Owens (Harvard University)

- *From Shelter to Scattered-Site Permanent Supportive Housing: Innovative Alternatives for Ending Homelessness*
  Yanmei Li (Florida Atlantic University), Rebecca Walter (Florida Atlantic University)

- *'The Big Society': Bold New Idea or a Bankrupted Concept*
  Yasminah Beebeejaun (University of Manchester), Paul O'Hare (University of Manchester)

- *Hidden Costs: How has the Policy Shift to Tenant-Based Housing Subsidies Affected the Economic Well-Being of Urban Neighborhoods?*
  Ann Owens (Harvard University)

**111 Cities, Crime, and Safety**

*Saturday, 9:00 AM–10:25 AM, Evergreen (4th Floor)*

**Moderator:** David Elesh (Temple University)

- *The Role of Place in Predicting Changes in Municipality Crime Counts in a Metropolitan Area*
  David Elesh (Temple University)

- *The Crime Severity Index: An Alternative to Traditional Crime Rate Measures*
  Eric Horent (Southern University and A&M College), Leslie Taylor-Grover (Southern University and A&M College)

- *Community Policing and Local Governance in Belfast, Northern Ireland*
  R. Allen Hays (University of Northern Iowa)

- *Narratives About Crime and Place and their Connection to Attitudes About Punishment and Redeemability*
  Andrea Leverentz (University of Massachusetts Boston)

- *Configuring and Governing Public Space. Urban Order, Public Fear, and Social Life*
  Rolf Lidskog (Örebro University),

**112 Urbanization and Social Justice**

*Saturday, 9:00 AM–10:25 AM, Edgewood A/B (4th Floor)*

**Moderator:** Robert Warren (University of Delaware)

- *Development, Urbanization, and Citizenship: Indigenous People in the Northern Western Hemisphere*
  Robert Warren (University of Delaware), Cecilia Martinez (University of Delaware)

- *Community Receptivity in a New Immigrant Gateway: Speaking of Change in Charlotte, North Carolina*
  Paul McDaniel (University of North Carolina at Charlotte), Heather Smith (University of North Carolina at Charlotte), Susan Harden (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)

- *Perceiving Spatial Justice through the Eyes of Ants*
  Yang Luo (Texas Tech University)
113 Perspectives on Teaching, Learning, and Professional Practice  
Saturday, 9:00 AM–10:25 AM, Oakley (4th Floor)  
Moderator: Russ Lopez (Northeastern University)  
- Schoolyard Renovations: Effects on Students and Teachers  
  Russ Lopez (Northeastern University)  
- Urban Research and Writing Pedagogy: Emerging Scholar Identity through Discursive Practices  
  Jen Malloy (University of Illinois at Chicago)  
- Experts and Novices in Urban Redevelopment: An Experiment to Guide Early Career Development  
  George Dougherty (University of Pittsburgh), Meagan Van Gelder (University of Nebraska at Omaha)  
- AudaCity: A Strategy Board Game for the Urban Studies Classroom  
  Colby King (University of South Carolina), Matthew Cazessus (University of South Carolina)

114 Urban Design Challenges  
Saturday, 9:00 AM–10:25 AM, Estherwood (4th Floor)  
Moderator: John Gilderbloom (University of Louisville)  
- Urban Pentimento: Rebuilding the City and Rebuilding Trust  
  Miriam Gusevich (The Catholic University of America), Anna Cero (The Louis Berger Group, Inc.)  
- Water Courses City: Strategic Planning for an Urban System in the Central Macro Region of Chile  
  Marcela Soto (Federico Santa María University of Technology), David Aviles (Federico Santa María University of Technology)  
- A Tale of Two Villages: New Urbanism Within an Inner City and Suburban Neighborhood  
  Karl Besel (Indiana University Kokomo), Hervil Cherubin (University of Arkansas)  
- Get Out of Your Car: The Case for Improving Health, Environment, Economic, and Social Life by Riding a Bike  
  John Gilderbloom (University of Louisville)

115 Redevelopment and Real Estate  
Saturday, 9:00 AM–10:25 AM, Bayside B (4th Floor)  
Moderator: Daniel Monti (Boston University)  
- Issues and Lessons in Waterfront Regeneration: Comparative Case Studies on Docklands in London and Bund in Shanghai  
  Zhumin Xu (University of New Orleans)  
- Corporately-Sponsored Redevelopment: Saint Louis, 1970-2010  
  Daniel Monti (Boston University), Daniel Burghoff (Saint Louis University)  
- Condominium Development in Toronto: Its Implications and Unintended Effects  
  Gillad Rosen (Hebrew University of Jerusalem), Alan Walks (University of Toronto)  
- Public Planning, Real Estate Markets, and the Dynamic Downtown  
  Igal Charney (University of Haifa), Rachel Weber (University of Illinois at Chicago), Pierre Filion (University of Waterloo)
116 Housing Market Dynamics
Saturday, 9:00 AM–10:25 AM, Nottoway (4th Floor)
Moderator: Andrew Aurand (Florida State University)
- Affordability after Subsidies: Understanding the Trajectories of Formerly Assisted Housing in Florida
  Andres Blanco (University of Florida), Anne Ray (University of Florida), William O'Dell (University of Florida), Caleb Stewart (University of Florida), Jeongseob Kim (University of Florida), Hyungchul Chung (University of Florida)
- The Spatial Configuration of Housing Filtering Down and Neighborhood Change
  Jeongseob Kim (University of Florida), Andres Blanco (University of Florida), Hyungchul Chung (University of Florida)
- Elderly Transitions and the Vacancy Status of Housing
  Andrew Aurand (Florida State University)
- Has Housing Supply Gone Awry in China? An Examination of China’s Housing Production Function
  Lan Deng (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor)
- Living Alone, Is It Unique or Special?: Single Person Households and Urban Policy in Seoul Metropolitan City
  Joo Hun Lee (University of Seoul), Miree Byun (Seoul Development Institute)

117 Balancing Redevelopment and Historic Preservation in the Wake of Disaster: Lessons from Louisiana’s Alternative Housing Pilot Program (Colloquy)
Saturday, 9:00 AM–10:25 AM, Bayside C (4th Floor)
Moderator: Megan Gallagher (The Urban Institute)
  Wil Jacobs (Louisiana State Office of Community Development)
  Andreanecia Morris (Providence Community Housing)
  Jerame Cramer (Louisiana Recovery Office)

118 Housing Crises Past and Present
Saturday, 10:30 AM–11:55 AM, Bayside C (4th Floor)
Moderator: Sabina Deitrick (University of Pittsburgh)
- The Subprime Mortgage Crisis and Gender Disparities in Allegheny County
  Sabina Deitrick (University of Pittsburgh), Angela Reynolds (University of Pittsburgh)
- Delinquency, Foreclosure and the Spatial Dynamics of a Metropolitan Area
  David Bartelt (Temple University)
- There’s No Place Like Home: Narratives of the Mortgage Default Crisis, 2007–2010
  Elizabeth Strom (University of South Florida)
  Jennifer L. Edwards (University of Missouri-St. Louis)
119 Issues in Neighborhood and Housing Design  
*Saturday, 10:30 AM–11:55 AM, Evergreen (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Beverly McLean (University at Buffalo, SUNY)

- **Liveable, Marginalized, and an Afterthought: You Build It for Me, but It Does Not Fit My Needs**  
  Leonor Vanik (University of Illinois at Chicago)

- **Aging with Choices: Aging in Neighborhood Versus Retirement Community**  
  Beverly McLean (University at Buffalo, SUNY)

- **Putting Artists on the Map: A Study of Artists’ Housing and Neighborhoods in Cuyahoga County, Ohio**  
  Mark Salling (Cleveland State University), Kristin L. Tarajack-Puch (Community Partnership for Arts and Culture)

120 Public Transportation: Contesting Access and Development  
*Saturday, 10:30 AM–11:55 AM, Estherwood (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Sheri Smith (Texas Southern University)

- **Identifying Vulnerable Populations while Meeting Public Transportation Needs**  
  Sheri Smith (Texas Southern University), Sara Land (Texas Southern University)

- **A Streetcar Not Desired: Analyzing Declines in Public Transit Use in New Orleans Since Hurricane Katrina**  
  Jason Greenberg (Sullivan University)

- **Transit Service Privatization as a Provision Strategy: A Case Study in the Greater New Orleans Region**  
  Hiroyuki Iseki (University of New Orleans), Charles Rivasplata (San Jose State University), Rebecca Houtman (University of New Orleans)

- **Public Transit in Boston: A Catalyst for Economic Development?**  
  John M. Harding (University of Massachusetts Boston), Michael P. Johnson (University of Massachusetts Boston)

121 Quality of Life and Urban Outcomes  
*Saturday, 10:30 AM–11:55 AM, Oakley (4th Floor)*

Moderator: Anita Zuberi (Pennsylvania State University)

- **Expectations, Preferences and Satisfaction Levels Among New and Established Residents in a Newly Gentrifying Toronto Neighbourhood**  
  Emily McGirr (Queen's University), Andrejs Skaburskis (Queen's University)

- **A Mixed-Methods Discussion of Young Mothers Affected by Hurricane Katrina: The Role of Social Support in Explaining Education and Relocation Outcomes**  
  Anita Zuberi (Pennsylvania State University), Nicole Deterding (Harvard University)

- **Voting with Their Feet?: Satisfaction and Preferences of Quality of Life in 40 Cities in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area**  
  Kayo Tajima (Rikkyo University)

- **Boundless Participation: How Does Commuting in Metropolitan Areas Affect Political Participation?**  
  Jacob Aars (The UNI Rokkan Centre Bergen)
Concurrent Sessions—Saturday

122 Political Incorporation: Social-Economic Dynamics
Saturday, 10:30 AM–11:55 AM, Gallier A (4th Floor)

Moderator: Jill Simone Gross (Hunter College of the City University of New York)

- Comparing Recognition Struggles and Immigrant Inclusion in a London and New York Enclave
  Vojislava Filipcevic (Trinity College)

  Amy Widestrom (California State University, Long Beach)

- Indexing The Political Inclusion of Migrants in Multi-Ethnic Cities: The London Case
  Jill Simone Gross (Hunter College of the City University of New York)

123 Local Governance Practices
Saturday, 10:30 AM–11:55 AM, Bayside A (4th Floor)

Moderator: David Prosperi (Florida Atlantic University)

- Design Review Practices in the Downtown of Seattle, WA, USA
  Hirofumi Hori (University of Tokyo, Japan)

- Transforming Local Politics Through External Intervention: The Case of Charter Schools
  Richard Hula (Michigan State University), Chelsea Haring (Governors State University)

- Urban Operations: Public-Private Partnerships in Globalizing São Paulo
  Marina Toneli Siqueira (University of Illinois at Chicago)

- Colonial Heritage and Land Laws in Africa: The Impact of Colonialism on Land Laws in Cameroon and Sierra Leone
  Ambe J. Njoh (University of South Florida), Fenda Akiwumi (University of South Florida)

- Towns Without the Future: Mono-Profile Towns Post-Soviet Area: Russian North as Example
  Victor Pit (Tyumen State University)

124 Understanding Minority Immigrant Populations
Saturday, 10:30 AM–11:55 AM, Edgewood A/B (4th Floor)

Moderator: Janice Fine (Rutgers University)

- Resistance to Neighborhood Disadvantages: Understanding the Mexican Immigrant Middle Class Experience
  Maria Martinez-Cosio (University of Texas at Arlington)

- State Immigration Legislation and SNAP Take-Up among Immigrant Families with Children
  Curtis Skinner (National Center for Children in Poverty)

- Generation and Earnings Patterns Among Chinese, Filipino, and Korean Americans in New York and Los Angeles
  Sookhee Oh (University of Missouri-Kansas City)

- Is Hispanic Migration to New Destinations a Source of Community Revitalization?
  Amy Fuhrman (University of Washington), Jane Cover (University of Washington), Rachel Kleit (University of Washington)
125 Promise and Performance in Urban Management
Saturday, 10:30 AM–11:55 AM, Gallier B (4th Floor)
Moderator: Brianne Heidbreder (Kansas State University)
- Organizational Theory and the Effectiveness of Neighborhood and Homeowner Associations in Delivering Collective Goods
  David Swindell (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)
- Strategic Management and Innovation in Michigan Municipalities
  Brianne Heidbreder (Kansas State University), Nathan Grasse (Georgia Southern University), Douglas Ihrke (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
- Local Political Institutions and Place-Based Social Policy: Explaining the Gap Between Agenda and Action on Neighborhood Revitalization in Toronto
  Martin Horak (University of Western Ontario)
- Tokyo and its Governors from 1967 till Now—Their Policies and the Economic Recessions of Their Terms
  Hisao Watanabe (Tokyo City University)

126 Analytical Perspectives on Growth
Saturday, 10:30 AM–11:55 AM, Bayside B (4th Floor)
Moderator: Bill Rohe (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
- Evolving U.S. Metropolitan Land Use Patterns, 1990–2000
  Andrea Sarzynski (George Washington University), Lisa Stack (Wayne State University), George Galster (Wayne State University)
- Municipal Annexation, Land Use, and Fiscal Consequences: The Case of Phoenix Metropolitan Area
  Jing Wang (Arizona State University)
- The Role of Intentional Organizational Infrastructure in Urban Development: Lessons from the Research Triangle
  Bill Rohe (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
- Economic Shocks and Regional Economic Resilience
  Travis St. Clair (George Washington University), Hal Wolman (George Washington University), Howard Wial (The Brookings Institution)

127 On-the-Ground Realities of Mixed-Income Development in Chicago: Operational Challenges and Social Dynamics (Colloquy)
Saturday, 10:30 AM–11:55 AM, Oak Alley (4th Floor)
Moderator: Mark Joseph (Case Western Reserve University)
  Amy Khare (University of Chicago)
  Naomi Bartz (University of Chicago)

128 Inclusive Public Housing: Linking Housing and Services (Colloquy)
Saturday, 10:30 AM–11:55 AM, Nottoway (4th Floor)
Moderator: Susan Popkin (The Urban Institute)
  Susan Popkin (The Urban Institute)
  Brett Theodos (The Urban Institute)
  Mary Howard (Chicago Housing Authority)
  Richard Cho (Corporation for Supportive Housing)
The numbers after each person’s name refer to a **panel or colloquy** on which he or she is a participant or moderator. Breakfast roundtable numbers are preceded by the letters **BRT**.
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Call for Participation

42nd Annual Meeting of the Urban Affairs Association
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania April 18—21, 2012

Rethinking the Future of Urbanism: Cities and Regions in a Post-Industrial Era

Pittsburgh transformed itself into the quintessential post-industrial city, but what does it mean for a city to be post-industrial? How have some urbanized areas like Pittsburgh and its surrounding region adapted to economic, demographic, political, environmental, and social changes over time, whereas others have struggled? Which challenges and opportunities do post-industrial urban areas face and how do they compare to other places? To better understand post-industrial urbanism, the conference will address causes and consequences of population shifts, growing social and economic inequalities, the environmental impacts from industrial and post-industrial economies, and changes in political relationships. The conference presents an opportunity for scholars to consider the origins and effects of increased innovation and social, economic, and cultural diversity in post-industrial cities and other urban areas in the United States and beyond.

The following kinds of questions help us explore the past, present, and future of post-industrial cities and regions:

- What is the future economic role of post-industrial urban areas?
- What is the impact of the financial crisis on post-industrial cities?
- Which roles will post-industrial cities play in state and national politics and policy in the future?
- What are the impacts of post-industrial urbanism on people and places within a region?
- How will the emerging global climate change crisis affect the future of cities?
- What does urban sustainability mean and is it possible?
- Finally, how have the economic, political, technological, and social forces in post-industrial cities transformed the meaning of community in urban areas?

Meeting in Pittsburgh, a city that has redefined itself, affords us the opportunity to use local, regional, state, national, and global perspectives to examine where cities have been, where they are now, and where they are going.

In keeping with the tradition of UAA Annual Meetings, we encourage proposals that focus on the conference theme as well as submissions on the array of research topics typically found at UAA conferences:

- Arts, Culture, Media
- Disaster Planning for Urban Areas, Disaster Management, Emergency Preparedness, Cities and Security
- Economic Development, Redevelopment, Tourism, Urban Economics, Urban Finance
- Education, Schools, Universities
- Environmental Issues, Sustainability, Urban Health, Technology and Society
- Globalization, International Urban Issues
- Governance, Intergovernmental Relations, Regionalism, Urban Management
- Historic Preservation, Space and Place
- Housing, Neighborhoods, Community Development
- Human/Social Services, Nonprofit Sector
- Immigration, Population and Demographic Trends
- Infrastructure, Capital Projects, Networks, Transport, Urban Services
Proposal Deadline, Formats and Conference Schedule

Proposal Deadline: October 1, 2011

Proposals can be submitted for papers, panels (a group of 4–5 formal papers with moderator), colloquies (4-5 formal discussants without papers), breakfast roundtables (informal discussions led by 1-2 conveners), and individual posters. **UAA Conference policy strictly limits participants to one session per annual meeting. Do not submit multiple proposals.** However, participants can be co-authors on multiple papers. Proposal submissions are accepted only on-line at the UAA website. You do not have to be a member of UAA to submit a proposal or participate in the conference. There are no fees for proposal submissions. Proposal Decision Date: Acceptance or rejection notices will be sent by **November 21, 2011.** IMPORTANT NOTE: Conference sessions can occur anytime over the four –day period of Wednesday (April 18) through Saturday (April 21). Individual presenters cannot be guaranteed a specific presentation time slot within those days.

Conference Hotel and Registration Rates

The conference will take place at the Wyndham Grand Pittsburgh Downtown Hotel located at the intersection of the city’s famous three rivers. Very competitive room rates have been secured for conference attendees: $119/129 (single/double) plus applicable state and local taxes.

ALL participants (faculty, students, practitioners) must pay the appropriate registration fees for their membership category. Session organizers should inform potential panelists that registration is required. Rates for the 2012 conference will found on the UAA website by July 1, 2011.

Conference Planning

Local Host Committee Co-Chairs: Sabina Deitrick and David Miller, University of Pittsburgh

Program Committee: Chair, Kathe Newman (Rutgers), Lynn Bachelor (University of Toledo), Lisa Bates (Portland State University), Peter Burns (Loyola University-New Orleans), Sarah Coffin (Saint Louis University)

UAA Executive Office: Margaret Wilder (Executive Director), Kay Seyedabbasi (Executive Assistant), Shelly Tillinghast (Event Planner)

UAA website: www.udel.edu/uaa (proposal submissions, registration, hotel reservations, etc.)
Notes
We thank our 2010 and 2011 institutional members for their support
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